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1. INTRODUCTION 
a. Statement of problem 
From basic meteorological.  theory,  it is  known t h a t  the rela- 
t ionships  between many variables involve horizontal  gradients.  For 
example, the equations of motion relate wind speed to  p re s su re  
gradient ,  and the thermal wind equation relates vertical wind shear  
to  the horizontal  temperature  gradient .  The study of gradients  may 
help in an understanding of the processes leading to convection and 
t o  i ts  subsequent  development  and  dissipation.  Furthermore,  the 
study of gradients of meteorological variables should help determine 
t o  what extent  convect ion al ters  the synopt ic  environment  of storm 
areas. 
Basic research  in to  the  in te r re la t ionships  between meso- and 
synoptic-scale systems has been in progress for several  years,  but 
t he re  i s  still i n s u f f i c i e n t  knowledge of such interact ions.  Y e t ,  
it is known that mesoscale systems produce much convective-type 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n ,  and t h a t  s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n s  between convective- 
and synoptic-scale  systems  occur  (Ninomiya,  1971a). The study  of 
the gradients involved should increase the understanding of such 
in t e rac t ions .  
A bas i c  problem in the s tudy of  the dynamic or kinematic aspects 
of any mesoscale  system is that of resolution. Since such studies 
requi re  be t te r  tempora l  or  spa t ia l  reso lu t ions  than  tha t  provided  
by the operational rawinsonde network, supplementary data must be 
co l l ec t ed  by the use of satel l i tes ,  a i r c r a f t ,  o r  s p e c i a l  rawinsonde 
systems. The Atmospheric Variability  Experiments (AVE) conducted 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) furnished 
data taken a t  3- o r  6-h in te rva ls  ins tead  of  the  usua l  12-h 
. i n t e rva l s ;  t hus ,  t he  AVE experiments provided rawinsonde data of a 
bet ter  temporal  resolut ion that  t h a t  measured operationally, though 
the spa t i a l  r e so lu t ion  remained the same. 
'Graduate Assis tant  
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I n  this research, the magnitudes of the gradients of several 
meteorological  var iables  are determined for convective and noncon- 
vect ive areas using data  col lected from 1200 GMT on 11 May through 
1200 GMT on 1 2  May 1974 f o r  AVE 11, and from 0000 GMT on 24 April  
through 1200 GMT on 25 Apri l  1975 f o r  A V E  I V .  
b. Objectives 
The pr inc ipa l  ob jec t ive  of  th i s  research  is t o  determine the 
distribution of gradients in convective and nonconvective areas 
and how the  g rad ien t s  d i f f e r  between these areas. 
Specific objectives include the following: 
Determine cumulative frequency distributions of the 
magnitudes of horizontal gradients of temperature, 
geopotential  height,  wind speed, and mixing ratio 
a t  several  pressure levels in the atmosphere.  
Examine the differences between s t a t i s t i ca l  pa rame te r s  
of the gradients of each of the four meteorological 
variables over convective and nonconvective areas. 
Examine the  in t e rac t ion  between the storm areas and 
the  synopt ic  f ie ld  by a comparison of the means of 
gradients  in  the convect ive and nearby nonconvective 
areas a t  successive t ime intervals  during the l i fe  
cycle of a 5onvective system. 
c . Previous  tudies 
Most previous studies involving horizontal atmospheric gradients 
have been on a mesoscale basis. These studies have tended to 
concentrate on short- l ived phenomena such as c l e a r  a i r  turbulence 
(CAT) or convective activity.  In order to study mesoscale systems, 
several  different approaches have been used that involve s ta t is t ical  
or observational techniques.  Many of the studies involving gradients 
have concentrated on the gradients of a s ingle  var iab le .  
Most information involving either gradients of wind speed o r  
vector  shear  have come from the mesoscale study of clear a i r  
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turbulence. By us ing  a i rp lane  da ta  from over the western United 
States,  Scoggins (1975) has shown t h a t  CAT a t  300 mb occurred 71% 
of  the t i m e  when the  magnitude of the vector horizontal wind shear 
exceeded  4.5 x 10 sec . The horizontal   gr id   spacing  used  in   the 
ca l cu la t ions  w a s  approximately  158 km. Boucher  (1973) noted a wind 
speed  gradient of 1.23 x 10 sec i n  an area of moderate clear a i r  
turbulence a t  500 mb near Wallops Island, Virginia, on 4 February 
1970. H i s  da t a  came from a network of e igh t  spec ia l  rawinsonde 
s t a t i o n s  100 km apa r t .  
-5 -1 
-4  -1 
Results from mesoscale studies of other variables reveal that  
horizontal  temperature  gradients  of ten fai l  to  support  the ver t ical  
shea r  t ha t  i s  p re sen t  i n  an  occ lus ion  no r  in  the  v i c in i ty  o f  j e t  
streams  (Kreitzberg,   19681,  or  in  squall   l ines  (Fankhauser,   1969).  
It a l s o  w a s  determined that  direct  analysis  of  geopotent ia l  height  
gradients on a mesoscale basis would no t  g ive  r e l i ab le  r e su l t s  
because of the random errors  in  accuracy and l imitat ions of  surface 
pressure data used in the individual soundings.  Consistent results 
were obta ined  for  the  he ight  f ie ld ,  however, by deriving the 
horizontal height perturbations associated with mesoscale winds. 
Such an ana lys i s  revea led  tha t  the  la rges t  he ight  grad ien ts  across  
a s q u a l l  l i n e  o c c u r r e d  a t  575 m b  (Fankhauser, 1974). 
Numerous s tud ie s  have led to  the conclusion that  mesoscale  
systems embedded within the general  synoptic-scale weather pattern 
are of ten responsible  for  the development and maintenance of 
convective activity (Fankhauser,  1969; Lewis e t  a l . ,  1974). 
An inves t iga t ion  of  hor izonta l  g rad ien ts  which can be r e l a t e d   t o  
convective processes has been an essential  part  of some of these 
s tud ie s  . 
A major problem in the study of atmospheric gradients has been 
t h a t  of adequate  spatial  and/or  temporal  resolution. House (1960) 
concluded that the average upper-air  network spacing of 220 n m i  
w i t h  i n t e rva l s  o f  1 2  h between rawinsonde releases was i n s u f f i c i e n t  
for  the  s tudy  of  grad ien ts  occur r ing  dur ing  the  l i fe  cyc le  of  an  
i n s t a b i l i t y  l i n e .  However, it has been determined that a c lose r  
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network of s ta t ions  wi th  more frequent time in te rva ls ;  such  as  
that  provided by the National Severe Storms Laboratory, in  Oklahoma, 
can provide a consistent data base of meteorological variables, 
though gradients  re levant  to  individual  thunderstorm circulat ions 
were e i ther  no t  de tec ted  a t  a l l ,  o r  were f i l t e r e d  i n  t h e  d a t a -  
handling process (Fankhauser, 1969) . 
In  one study of mesoscale s y s t e m ,  s ta t i s t ica l  methods were 
used t o  e s t a b l i s h  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  between clouds or  radar  echoes and 
various combinations of temperature and geopotential height gradients 
(Scoggins e t  a l . ,  1972) . Four periods of three days each, scattered 
throughout the year, were used in  the  s tudy ,  and it w a s  determined 
that  during three of  the four  per iods,  correlat ion coeff ic ients  
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  t he  5% leve l  ex i s t ed  between the  
850- and 500-mb geopotential  height gradients when echoes were 
observed by radar within 100 n m i  of the rawinsonde stations.  When 
echoes were not observed, a s i g n i f i c a n t  c o r r e l a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  
exis ted during two of the four periods. There w a s  very l i t t l e  
consistency between the periods, however, and thus no systematic 
trend between the periods was e s t ab l i shed .  
The use of gradients of selected atmospheric variables as 
predictors of convective activity has been advocated by  some 
inves t iga to r s .  Reap and  Alaka (1969) have  reported  that   the 1000- 
m b  dew point  gradient  was one of the  be t te r  ind ices  out  of  43 
t e s t ed  in  ind ica t ing  seve re  s to rm ac t iv i ty  24 h i n  advance. 
In  the i r  s tudy ,  a Lagrangian model used three-dimensional a i r  
parce l  t ra jec tor ies  to  genera te  prognos t ic  f ie lds  of  tempera ture  
- and moisture. The severe s torm act ivi ty  occurred along the l ine 
of maximum  dew poin t  grad ien ts  to  the  w e s t  of the moisture axis. 
The existence of des tab i l iza t ion  centers  in  the  s t rong  thermal  
gradient  on the w e s t  s i de  of the thermal ridge has been shown 
by Harley  (1971). Such centers  resu1t : f rom different ia l  advect ion 
o f  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  f i e l d .  Miller (1969) a lso has  reported the 
existence of steep horizontal  temperature and moisture gradients 
over and upwind from areas where the re  w a s  the  threa t  of  severe  
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convect ive act ivi ty .  Warmer and d r i e r  a i r  t o  t h e  w e s t  or  south-  
w e s t  of  the threatened area w a s  a s ign i f icant  synopt ic  fea ture .  
In  addi t ion  to  the  ex is tence  of  s ign i f icant  grad ien ts  in  an  
area preceding an outbreak of convection, there i s  evidence that 
af ter  the s torms have formed t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  between the large-  
scale f i e l d  and convective regions tends to intensify the gradients 
of moisture and temperature in the rear port ion of the convective 
area.  Ninomiya (1971a)  used  data  from the conventional 12-h 
synoptic t i m e  periods combined w i t h  ATS I11 pic tures  to  produce  
detai led synopt ic  and  dynamic analyses.  He concluded t h a t  t h e  
r e l ease  of la tent  heat  over  the convect ive area resul ted in  the 
formation of a w a r m  core in the middle troposphere, which increased 
horizontal  thermal  gradients  to  the northwest of the storm area and 
resul ted in  the formation of  a s t r o n g  j e t  stream in  th i s  qegion .  
Dynamically forced downward motion occurred i n   t h e   l e f t  rear port ion 
of the storm area because the thermal wind blew from an area of 
sma l l e r  t o  l a rge r  vo r t i c i ty .  The mixing r a t i o  i n  t h e  l e f t  rear 
portion of the storm area decreased and caused an intensif icat ion 
of the mixing ratio gradient occurring between the storm areas and 
the d ry  a reas  to  the i r  r ea r .  A schematic model was developed t o  
explain the interact ions between the convective system and the  
large-scale  f ie ld  through the t ransfer  of  energy between synoptic- 
and convective-scale systems. 
I t  has been shown in  the  p rev ious  s tud ie s  tha t  s t rong  ho r i zon ta l  
moisture and temperature gradients existed upwind from a reas  tha t  
were threatened by an  outbreak of severe thunderstorm activity.  
Furthermore, the moisture and temperature  gradients  in  the rear 
portion of storm areas w e r e  i n t e n s i f i e d  by the interaction between 
the  l a rge - sca l e  f i e ld  and the convective region, and a high 
t roposphe r i c  j e t  stream w a s  l ike ly  to  be  assoc ia ted  wi th  these  
changes. These conclusions have been based upon mesoscale data 
from only limited areas such as t h e  NSSL network, or from t h e  
operat ional  12-h rawinsonde  network.  Furthermore, no attempt has 
been made t o  relate objec t ive ly  the  s t rength  of the convective 
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system t o  t h e  s t r e n g t h  of associated atmospheric gradients.  In 
previous studies, the changes of the gradients observed over periods 
of less than 1 2  h have had t o  be inferred.  By using the AVE data ,  
the gradients  of the meteorological variables can be calculated a t  
3- t o  6-h i n t e r v a l s ,  and the use of Manually Digit ized Radar (MDR) 
data  w i l l  allow an objective examination of the  r e l a t ionsh ip  
between the  s t rength  of a convective system and i ts  associated 
gradients .  
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a. AVE data  -~ 
The data used t o  produce f ie lds  of  the atmospheric  var iables  
came from the  AVE I1 experiment and from the AVE I V  experiment. 
Both experiments uti l ized data from most of t h e  rawinsonde s t a t i o n s  
i n  t h e  United States east of 105O w e s t  longitude. The AVE data  were 
co l l ec t ed  du r ing  ca re fu l ly  se l ec t ed  t i m e  periods of 36 t o  48 h when 
rapid changes in weather patterns occurred, and the rawinsonde as- 
cents  were made a t  e i t h e r  3- o r  6-h intervals  instead of  the usual  
12-h i n t e r v a l s  
Fif ty-four  rawinsonde s ta t ions par t ic ipated in  the AVE I1 ex- 
periment with the soundings commencing a t  1200 GMT on 11 May 74, 
and ending a t  1200 GMT on 1 2  May 1974. Figure 1 shows the locat ions 
and s t a t i o n s  i d e n t i f i e r s  o f  t h e  s t a t i o n s  p a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  AVE 11. 
Forty-two rawinsonde s t a t i o n s  p a r t i c i p a t e d  i n  t h e  AVE IV 
* 
experiment covering nearly the same area as t h a t   i n  AVE 11, with the 
exception of areas in the extreme northern and southern regions 
where most of the addi t ional  rawinsonde s ta t ions in  AVE I1 were 
located.  Soundings were taken a t  nine  times  during AVE I V ;  24 
April  1975 a t  0000 GMT, 0600 GMT, 1200 GMT, 1500 GMT , 1800 GMT, and 
2100 GMT, and  on 25 April  1975 a t  0000 GMT, 0600 GMT, and  1200 GMT. 
The. s t a t i o n  i d e n t i f i e r s  and loca t ions  of  the  s ta t ions  par t ic ipa t ing  
i n  AVE I V  are shown in  F ig .  2. 
* 
The data reduction processes used for the data of AVE I1 and 
AVE IV were similar. Personnel from NASA's  Marshall Space Flight 
Center, Alabama and Texas A&M University worked in  conjunct ion on 
both experiments. To determine wind ve loc i t i e s ,  ang le  da t a  were 
extracted a t  30-sec i n t e r v a l s ,  and thermodynamic q u a n t i t i e s  w e r e  
computed  from ordinate  data  for  each pressure contact .  To insure 
accuracy, the input data were checked f o r  e r r o r s  by ca l cu la t ing  
centered differences,  and t h e  e r r o r s  were then corrected. Com- 
puted soundings were +&en rechecked and corrections were made 
* 
Sta t ion  names a re  g iven  in  the  Appendix. 
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Fig. 1. Locations of rawinsonde stations for AVE 11. 
9 
Fig. 2. Locations of rawinsonde s t a t i o n s  for  AT& IV. 
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(Scoggins  and  Turner,  1975;  Fucik  and  Turner,  1975). The data reduc- 
t ion procedure for  AVE I V  w a s  changed s l i g h t l y  from t h a t  used i n  AVE 
11. These changes involved humidity and wind velocity computations 
and are descr ibed in  mre d e t a i l  by Fuelberg (Fuelberg and Turner, 
1975). The  25-mb i n t e r v a l  d a t a  f o r  AVE I1 are given by Scoggins and 
Turner (1975), and for AVE IV by Fucik and Turner (1975). 
Estimates of the RMS e r r o r s  i n  t h e  thermodynamic q u a n t i t i e s  
for  both AVE I1 and AVE I V  are as follows (Scoggins and Smith, 1973; 
Fuelberg,  1974). 
Parameter  Approximate RMS Error 
Temperature 1 ° C  
Pressure 1 . 3  mb su r face   t o  400 m b  
1.1 mb between 400 and 100 mb 
Humidity  10% 
Pressure  Alti tude 10 gpm a t  500 m b  
20 gpm a t  300 mb 
50 gpm a t  50 mb 
Maximum RMS v e c t o r  e r r o r s  i n  wind speed for  the AVE I1 and 
AVE IV data  are  based on the worst  geometric tracking configurations 
possible.   Fuelberg  (1974)  indicates  these  errors as  follows. 
Level 
700 mb 
500 mb 
300 mb 
Elevation Angle 
40°  10 O -
-1 
-
0.5 m s 2.5 m s -1 
0.8 m s 4.5 m s -1 -1 
1.0 m s 7.8 m s -1 -1 
The computer program for  da ta  reduct ion  and  er ror  ana lys i s  for  AVE 
11, with only s l ight  modif icat ions for  AVE IV, is  given by Fuelberg 
(1974) . 
. . .  .. ..._ , ,,. 
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b.  Manually Digit ized " Radar da t a  
Manually Digit ized Radar (MDR) data obtained from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's ( N O M )  Techniques Develop- 
ment Laboratory were used t o  determine the coverage and intensity of 
p rec ip i t a t ion  fo r  bo th  AVE I1 and AVE I V .  The MDR grid network, 
co?posed of grid blocks approximately 83 km on a side,  covers most 
of the United States,  and is shown i n  Fig. 3. 
The MDR code assigns to  each radar  box a code number ranging 
from 0 t o  9 depending upon the maximum observed echo intensity and 
a rea l  ex ten t  o f  p rec ip i t a t ion  wi th in  tha t  box. Reap (1975)  has 
indicated thunderstorm act ivi ty  by an MDR code number of 4 o r  
g rea t e r ,  and rainshower a c t i v i t y  by MDR values of 2 o r  3. Additional 
information about the MDR code i s  given below (Foster and Reap, 1973) 
" Code  No. Maximum Coverage & Maximum In tens i ty  
Observed - Box Rai.nfal1  C tegory
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
No Echoes 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 o r  6 
5 o r  6 
any V I P 1  
50% of VIP2 
> 50% of V I P 2  
- < 50% of V I P 3  
> 50% of VIP3 
2 50% of VIP3 
and 4 
> 50% of VIP3 
and 4 
- < 50% of VIP3 
> 50% of VIP3, 
4, 5, and 6 
4,  5, and 6 
<.l 
.l- .5 
-5-1.0 
1.0-2.0 
1.0-2.0 
1.0-2.0 
1.0-2.0 
> 2.0 
> 2.0 
Weak 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Strong 
Strong 
Very Strong 
Very Strong 
In tense  or  
Extreme 
In tense  or  
Extreme 
I Video Integrator  Processor  
Hourly MDR r epor t s  were p l o t t e d  f o r  t h e  t i m e  periods of the 
AVE I1 and AVE I V  experiments and composite charts determined by 
Fig. 3. Manually Digit ized Radar (MDR) g r id  network. 
I 
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ass igning  to  each  par t icu lar  MDR block the highest MDR value re- 
por ted  wi th in  tha t .b lock  from any of the  th ree  1-h periods centered 
about each AVE time. The composite charts were then used to  sepa ra t e  
the convective and nonconvective areas. 
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3 .  SYNOPTIC CONDITIONS 
A t  the beginning of AVE I1 (1200 GMT, 11 May 19741, the synoptic 
s i tuat ion consis ted of  a l a rge  mass of po la r  a i r  pushing southeastward 
out of the Great Plains, preceded by an act ive cold front  extending 
southwestward from an intense low pressure center  in  northeastern 
Minnesota. Ahead of the cold front,  moist  subtropical a i r  w a s  flowing 
northward into the Mississippi Valley, while a c o l d ,  p o l a r  a i r  mass 
over New England w a s  receding  to  the  nor theas t .  A w a r m  sector cyclone 
was centered south of Louisiana. Surface and 500-mb c h a r t s  a r e  shown 
in  F ig .  4 f o r  1500 GMT, 11 May 1974, and in  F ig .  5 f o r  0900 GMT, 
1 2  May 1974. 
During the course of the experiment, the cyclone center in the 
midwest moved t o  Lake Superior ,  while  the associated frontal  system 
occluded further and moved eastward into the Appalachian Mountains. 
The southern port ion of  the cold front  moved southward i n t o  the lower 
Mississippi Valley region, but w a s  undergoing frontolysis by the end 
of the experiment. The Gulf coast cyclone moved northeastward across 
southeastern Louisiana to northwestern South Carolina. 
Precipi ta t ion associated with the synopt ic  features  w a s  widespread 
and intense a t  times. Showers and heavy thunderstorms were occurring 
in southern Louisiana and Mississippi in association with the Gulf 
cyclone a t  the beginning of AVE 11. A broad band of showers 
stretched northward ahead of the cold front into the lower Great Lakes 
region, where heavier storms were present ahead of the surface w a r m  
f ront ' s  posi t ion.  Strat i form rain occurred over  the upper  Great  Lakes 
a rea  around the occluding low center .  The pa t t e rn  o f  p rec ip i t a t ion  
moved eastward during the remainder of AVE 11, and the  p rec ip i t a t ion  
became less  intense,  gradual ly  becoming s t r a t i fo rm ra in  excep t  i n  the  
southeas te rn  s ta tes  where heavy convection continued. 
In  addi t ion to  the major  synopt ic  features ,  two mesoscale systems 
affected port ions of  the AVE I1 gr id .  Pos t - f ronta l  heavy thunderstorms 
broke out i n  South Dakota and Minnesota around 2100 GMT on 11 May 1974 
in response to the passage of an upper level trough. In the southeast ,  
a squall  l ine with severe thunderstorms formed a t  0600 GMT on 
15 
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(a) Surf ace 
(b) 500 mb 
Fig. 4. Synoptic  charts for  1500 GMT, 11 May 1974. 
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18 
(a) Surface 
(b) 500 mb 
Fig. 5. Synoptic  charts fo r  0900 GMT, 12 m y  1974. 
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1 2  May 1974, and moved through northern Florida, eastern Georgia, and 
southeastern South Carolina. 
The synopt ic  s i tuat ion during AVE I V  provided a sha rp  con t r a s t  t o  
that  prevai l ing during AVE 11. Whereas t h e  s i t u a t i o n  i n  AVE I1 w a s  
s t rongly  baroc l in ic ,  the systems i n  AVE I V  were r e l a t i v e l y  weak with 
mostly zonal flow in  the  upper  leve ls ;  never the less ,  two major squa l l  
l i n e s  and numerous o ther  areas of precipi ta t ion occurred a t  various 
times during the course of the experiment. Figures 6 and 7 show 
surface and 500-mb maps f o r  0000 GMT, 24 Apr i l  1975, and 1200 GMT, 
25 Apri l  1975, the beginning and ending times of the experiment, 
respect ively.  
The synopt ic  s i tua t ion  at the beginning of AVE I V  (0000 GMT, 
24  Apri l  1975) consisted of a mass of  polar  a i r  moving slowly south- 
eastward out of the north central  states i n t o  warm,  moist  subtropical  
a i r  lying over  most of  the eastern United States .  A d i f f e r e n t  mass 
of  polar  a i r  w a s  re t reat ing northeastward out  of  the New England and 
the  middle  Atlant ic  s ta tes .  Ahead of the  polar  a i r  mass in  the  no r th  
cen t r a l  and western s ta tes  lay a weak front  associated with minor low 
pressure  centers  in  nor theas te rn  Michigan, south central Kansas, and i n  
nor th  cent ra l  Mexico. From the  low i n  Michigan, a s t a t iona ry  f ron t  
extended southeastward across Pennsylvania into the Atlantic.  By the  
end of AVE I V  (1200 GMT, 25 April  1975),  the polar a i r  mass i n  t h e  
nor th  cent ra l  states had pushed eastward t o  t h e  A t l a n t i c  i n  t h e  
northern s ta tes ,  but  had made l i t t l e  progress  in  moving southward. A 
cold front lay south of t h e  New England coas t  and across  Maryland 
t o  a f r o n t a l  wave in  nor thern  Kentucky, and from the re  southwestward 
into southwest Texas where the  f ron t  became s ta t ionary .  
Two major outbreaks of severe weather occurred during AVE IV .  
Both o u t b r e a k s  i n i t i a l l y  were present  a long the frontal  region and 
moved eastward away from the front while slowly degenerating. The 
f i r s t  outbreak of severe weather w a s  a l ready  in  progress  a t  the  
beginning of AVE IV .  A pos t - f ronta l  area of severe storms w a s  
p resent  in  wes tern  Kansas and cen t r a l  Nebraska, while a pre-frontal  
squal l  l ine lay across  northern Missouri .  Maximum tops  a long  th is  
s q u a l l  l i n e  were reported by radar  a t  60,000 f t .  
18 
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(a) Surface 
u 
(b) 500 mb 
Fig. 6. Synoptic charts €or 0000 GMT, 24 April 1975. 
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(a) Surface 
(b) 500 mb 
Fig. 7 .  Synoptic  charts  €or 1200 GMT, 25  Apri l  1975. 
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The storm system moved eastward away from the  f ron t  du r ing  the  
next 15 h and weakened considerably,  but gained strength again during 
the following 6 h and produced a squall l i n e   t h a t  a t  2100 GMT 
s t r e t ched  -from southeastern Kentucky into north central  Tennessee.  
By 0000 GMT, the remains of this system contained a broad area of 
s t r a t i fo rm ra in  wi th  embedded thundershowers covering the southern 
Appalachians. 
Concurrent with the renewed s t rengthening of  the f i rs t  s torm 
system, a new area of heavy thunderstorms began building a t  1800 GMT 
i n  e a s t e r n  Kansas near  the posi t ion of  the surface low. By 0000 GMT, 
25 April 1975, a squal l  l ine containing severe s torms s t re tched from 
northwestern Arkansas into eastern Oklahoma with other heavy storms 
s t re tching northward into central  Missouri .  The squal l  l ine  cont inued  
t o  move eastward and develop with maximum intensity occurring around 
0600 GMT. By 1200 GMT, 25 April 1975, the end of the  AVE I V  experi- 
ment, the system existed as an unbroken l i n e  of heavy thunderstorms 
from southeastern Kentucky curving southwestward through north- 
western Alabama into southeastern Arkansas.  Maximum tops as reported 
by radar  a long the squal l  l ine were still occasionally above 50,000 f t .  
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4. STRATIFICATION OF DATA 
The f a c t  t h a t  t h e r e  were major differences between the synoptic 
condi t ions prevai l ing during AVE I1 and AVE I V  has been noted 
previously; accordingly,  differences of the gradient patterns and 
distributions should be expected when comparing the two experiments. 
In  order  to  s tudy  these  d i f fe rences ,  the  da ta  from each of the experi-  
ments were t reated separately.  Since improved  and more e f f i c i e n t  
methods of working with the data were developed as the research 
progressed, a more extensive invest igat ion of the gradients  w a s  
performed on AVE I V  than on AVE 11. 
Gradients were f i rs t  considered without  regard to  convect ive 
areas  and were calculated for  gr id  points  over  dis tances  of  315, 630, 
and 944 km. Cumulative frequency distributions of the computed 
quant i t ies  for  each  of  the  three  d is tances  were determined for both 
AVE I1 and AVE I V .  
In  an effor t  to  determine differences in  gradients  observed 
in convective and nonconvective areas, Manually Digit ized Radar 
da t a  were  used to define convective areas. Overlays of the composite 
MDR cha r t s  were placed over the computer-generated parameter grid, 
and any parameter grid point within one-half  grid spacing of an 
MDR block containing a value of 4 o r  g r e a t e r  was considered as a 
convective area. 
Since distances of 630 km and 944 km were so much larger  than 
the storm areas, no attempt w a s  made to  c l a s s i fy  the  ho r i zon ta l  
gradients  on sca l e s  t h i s  l a rge  in to  e i the r  convec t ive  o r  noncon- 
vect ive areas. Even when considering the gradients on a sca l e  as 
small as 315 km, it should be emphasized t h a t  f o r  a p a r t i c u l a r  g r i d  
po in t ,  some of the gradients  had to  be calculated using one o r  mre 
grid points  outs ide of  the convect ive region.  
Following the designation of each grid point as being i n   e i t h e r  
a convective or nonconvective area, cumulative frequency distributions 
and the determinat ion of  several  s ta t i s t ica l  parameters were made f o r  
the data  in  convect ive and nonconvective areas over a l l  nine t i m e s  
i n  each  experiment.  For AVE I V ,  the  means of the gradients over 
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convective and nonconvective areas were determined separately for 
each time, allowing one t o  see how the  mean gradient  values  
changed over these areas. The areas on t h e  g r i d  were a l s o  sub- 
divided into four  categories  according to  the s t rength of  the 
convection as determined from the radar  data .  These categories  
and the corresponding MDR values are as follows. 
Precipi ta t ion  category " MDR values 
Weak o r  no p r e c i p i t a t i o n  011 
Moderate p r e c i p i t a t i o n   o r  less 0,1,2,3 
S t rong   or   in tense   p rec ip i ta t ion   4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9  
In t ense   p rec ip i t a t ion  8 ,9 
S t a t i s t i c a l  s t u d i e s  of the gradients of the meteorological para- 
meters were made then for each of these categories.  It should 
be noted that  the category label led "s t rong or  intense con- 
vection" i s  the same category as t h a t  of the "convective" areas 
defined  previously. 
In an e f fo r t  t o  concen t r a t e  on how the gradients  change as 
storms move in to  (or  deve lop  in)  an area,  the horizontal  
gradients a t  gr id  poin ts  which were i n i t i a l l y   i n  nonconvective 
regions,  but were in convective regions in the succeeding t ime 
period, were c l a s s i f i e d  as ."prestorm"  gradients.  Similarly, 
g r id  poin ts  which had been in  convec t ive  a reas ,  bu t  were i n  
nonconvective areas a t ime per iod  la te r ,  were c l a s s i f i e d  a s  
"poststorm" points. The  mean of  the  hor izonta l  g rad ien ts  in  
such PreStOrm o r   p o s t s t o m   a r e a s  was then compared with the 
mean over the same grid points in the corresponding storm 
areas  a t i m e  pe r iod  l a t e r ,  o r  ea r l i e r ,  t han  the  r e spec t ive  
prestorm or poststorm time. For the AVE I1 data,  only l imited 
areas  and 850- and 5 0 0 - d  l e v e l s  were considered for  this  s tudy,  
and the  times ran consecutively from the beginning of AVE I1 
(1200 GMT, 11 May 1974) through 0300 GMT, 1 2  May 1974, a t  which 
time most of the areas of convection were d i s s ipa t ing  r ap id ly .  
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For the AVE I V  data  a more extensive investigation involving the 
change of intensity of storm areas f o r  a l l  nine time periods 
and four  pressure levels  w a s  performed. The changes of intensity 
o f  p rec ip i t a t ion  w e r e  subdivided into the following divisions.  
Development Dissipation 
Prestorm Storm Storm Poststorm 
MDR = 0 , l  t o  MDR 1 2 MDR 2 2 t o  MDR = 0,l 
MDR = 0 , l  t o  MDR 1 4 MDR 1 4 t o  MDR = 0 , l  
MDR I 3 t o  HDR 2 4 MDR 1 4 t o  MDR <- 3 
4 -< MDR 5 7 t o  MDR = 8,9 MDR = 8,9 t o  4 5 MDR 5 7 
The third category in  this  divis ion corresponds to  the prestorm or  
poststorm areas used in  analyzing AVE I1 data .  
In an attempt to determine the gradients observed in convective 
and nonconvective areas under the influence of a similar synoptic 
pa t t e rn ,  two regions in  AVE I1 were s e l e c t e d  f o r  more de t a i l ed  
study. Only 850- and 500-mb l e v e l s  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  s i x  t i m e s  
(through 0300 GMT, 1 2  May 1974)  were  considered.  These  regions, 
loca ted  in  the  midwest and the southeast ,  were under d i s t i n c t l y  
d i f f e ren t  synop t i c  s i t ua t ions .  The analysis  method app l i ed  to  
these regions was i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h e  method appl ied  to  the  whole g r id .  
Means of the gradients of the meteorological parameters for con- 
vect ive and nonconvective areas were computed for  each region for  
t h e  group of s ix  t imes ,  as w e l l  as for  each t i m e  separately.  
Means over the prestorm and poststorm areas and the i r  r e spec t ive  
storm areas within each region also w e r e  considered. 
In  order  to  s tudy the changes in  the gradients  of  the 
meteorological parameters occurring during the l i fe  cycle of a 
s q u a l l  l i n e ,  t h e  means of  the  grad ien ts  over  bo th  squa l l  l ines  in  
AVE I V  were computed. Time con t inu i t i e s  o f  pa r t i cu la r  g rad ien t  
pa t te rns  re la t ive  to  nearby  convec t ive  areas a l s o  were examined 
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using the analyzed gradient  f ie lds  for  the AVE IV squa l l  l i nes  as 
well  as for the  AVE I1 convective areas.  
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5.  COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 
a.  Griddinq of rawinsonde  data 
Fields of geopotential  height,  temperature,  wind  speed,  and 
mixing  ratio  were  prepared at several  pressure  levels  by  using  an 
objective  weighted-averaging  interpolative  scheme  developed  by 
Barnes (1964). The  method,  which  assumes  that n atmospheric 
variable  can  be  represented by a Fourier  integral  representation, 
interpolated  the  rawinsonde  data  processed  at  25-mb  intervals  to a 
grid  (Fig. 8) with  approximately  158-km  spacing  between  grid  points. 
This  gives  the maximum resolution  possible  €or  the  existing  rawin- 
sonde  network  (Barr  et  al.,  1971). In both  AVE  I1  and  AVE IV, the 
-I- 
+ " " +  
Fig. 8. Grid  used  for  numerical  computations. 
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data  from each rawinsonde s t a t i o n  were allowed to  in f luence  g r id  
points  within a r ad ius  o f  t h ree  g r id  in t e rva l s .  The  minimum  num- 
ber  of  i t e ra t ions  needed with the Barnes method to  provide an ade- 
quate  data  f ie ld  having the desired resolut ion was four. 
b. Gradients 
The f i e l d  of any scalar Q(x,y) can be represented by a s e t  o f  
l ines  a long which Q is constant.  The horizontal  ascendant vector,  
where n i s  normal t o  t h e  i s o l i n e s  o f  Q and in  the  d i rec t ion  of  
increasing Q. The magnitude of t h i s  vec to r  i s  given by 
+ 
2 
l q n Q l  = [(g) + (2) '1 1'2. 
Following the convention of Saucier (19551, the word "gradient" 
w i l l  r e f e r  h e r e a f t e r  o n l y  t o  t h e  magnitude of the ascendant vector. 
The centered 
a t  any g r id   po in t  
where As is  the spacing between gr id  poin ts  used i n  t h e  computation. 
In  th i s  ca se ,  As represents  315 km since the spacing between ad- 
jacent  gr id  poin ts  i s  approximately  157.5 km. Gradients over the 
distances of 630 km and 944 km a l s o  were calculated by considering 
the values of the parameters a t  gr id  poin ts  of  i + 2,  i - 2 ,  j + 2 ,  
j - 2,  and i + 3 ,  i - 3 ,  j + 3,  and j - 3 ,  respectively.   Gradients 
he rea f t e r  w i l l  be expressed as d i f f e ren t i a l s  (no t  d iv ided  by A s ) ,  
o r  as changes per unit  distance (divided by As). 
Geopotential height, temperature, and  wind speed gradients 
were calculated a t  850, 700, 500, and 200 mb for  each of  the three 
d i f fe ren t  d i s tances ,  and f o r  a l l  t imes in  AVE I1 and AVE IV.  
Mixing r a t io  g rad ien t s  were s imi l a r ly  computed, but only €or the 
850-, 700-, and 500-mb l eve l s .  The s o l i d  l i n e  i n  F i g .  9 
I 
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Fig. 9. Boundaries  encompassing  grid  points  at  which  gra'dients  over 
315, 630, and 944 km were  computed. 
represents  the  outer  boundary  of  grid  points  used  in  computing  the 
gradients  observed  for  each  of  the  three  distances.  For  each  time, 
there  were 99 grid  points  for  the  315-krn  distance, 63 for  the  630-km 
distance,  and  35  for  the 944-km distance. 
c. Statistical parameters 
Several  statistical  techniques  were  employed  in  evaluating  the 
data.  These  included  the  use of cumulative  frequency  distributions, 
sample  mean  and  median s measures  of  central  tendency,  and  the 
standard  deviation,  coefficient of variation,  and  skewness  as  in- 
dicators of the  dispersion  and  variability  of  the  data.  In  pre- 
paring  cumulative  frequency  distributions,  the  data  were  first 
grouped  into 20 consecutive,  equally-divided  class  intervals,  and  the 
cumulative  percent  up  to  the  upper  limit of each  interval  was 
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determined. Such dis t r ibut ions can be plot ted on probabi l i ty  graph 
paper which can be used t o  determine how w e l l  a g iven  d is t r ibu t ion  
can be f i t  t o  a normal d i s t r ibu t ion .  
Used as a measure of central  tendency of  the data ,  the mean 
is  the ar i thmetic  average of  a l l  the values.  The median is  the 
[ ( n  + 1)/2] th  observat ion when the values  are  arranged in  order  of 
magnitude.  Since  the  50th  percentile on a cumulative  frequency 
d i s t r ibu t ion  r ep resen t s  t he  median, median va lues  in  th i s  s tudy  
were approximated by using an interpolat ive method as described by 
O s t l e  and Mensing (1975) .  
The most f ami l i a r  measure of the variabil i ty of data i s  the  
standard deviation, and is defined by 
N 
S = [ 1 (X - X) /N] , - 2 1/2 i i=l 
where  x represents  the  i th  observa t ion  of  a s e t  of  numbers, x 
represents  the  mean, and N i s  t h e  t o t a l  number of observations. 
The coef f ic ien t  of  var ia t ion ,  C V ,  is a measure of the dispersion of 
the data,. and is u s e f u l  i n  comparing s e r i e s  o f  d a t a  t h a t  a r e  
measured i n  d i f f e r e n t  u n i t s .  The va r i a t ion  is expressed as a f r a c t i o n  
of  the mean and i s  defined as CV = s/x. Skewness, a measure of  the 
asymmetry of a d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  w a s  no t  ca l cu la t ed  d i r ec t ly ,  bu t  t he  
s ign of  the skewness w a s  indicated by t h e  r e l a t i v e  magnitude of 
the mean and  median  values.  In  symmetric d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,  t h e  
median  and mean coincide.  In cases where the  median i s  less than 
the  mean, pos i t i ve  skewness is indicated,  and in  cases  where the  
reverse i s  t r u e ,  t h e r e  i s  negative skewness. 
i 
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6. RESULTS 
a. Gradients 
Statistical  approaches  were  used  to  delineate  differences  in 
the  gradients of the  meteorological  variables  in  convective  and 
nonconvective  areas. In each  case,  the  mean,  median,  standard  de- 
viation,  and  coefficient  of  variation  were  computed  for  each  set of 
data  and  cumulative  frequency  distributions  prepared.  The  results 
are  presented  in  both  tabular  and  graphical form. Since  the  grid 
areas  for  AVE I1 and  AVE IV were  exactly  the  same  size,  there  were 
data  from  891,  567,  and  315  grid  points  when  the  gradients  were 
cclmputed  over  315,  630,  and 944 km, respectively. 
1) Convective areas 
Table 1 contains  values of statistical  parameters  computed  for 
the  gradients  in  convective  areas of AVE  I1  and  AVE  IV. .Meteoro- 
logical  variables  and  the  pressure  I.evels  are  listed  on  the  left 
and  the  statistical  parameters  are  listed  along  the  top. In  all 
cases,  the  gradients  were  computed  over  315-km  distances  and  there 
were  196  grid  points  considered  in AVE IS: and  167  grid  points  in 
AVE  IV. 
Geopotential height gradients  in  the  convective  areas  in  both 
experiments  increased  with  height,  and  the  standard  deviations  were 
approximately  30-50% as large as the  mean.  In  AVE  11,  the  distri- 
butions  were  skewed  to  the  right  (positive  skewness),  but  the 
distributions  in  AVE  IV  were  skewed  to  the  left  (negative  skewness). 
Mean  temperature  gradients  in  the  convective  areas  were  not 
very  large,  being  in  both  experiments at all  pressure  levels  less 
than  3.5OC/315 km. In  AVE  IV,  the  mean  horizontal  gradients  de- 
creased as higher  levels  in  the  atmosphere  were  considered;  where- 
as,  in  AVE  I1  no  general  trend  was  established.  Positive  skewness 
of the  distributions  was  indicated at all  pressure  levels  in  both 
experiments. 
Wind  speed  gradients  in  both  experiments  exhibited  positive 
skewness.  In  AVE 11, gradients  became  stronger at successively 
W 
0 
z r a m e t e r  
Yeopotential  
< e i g h t  
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
200 rs 
remperature 
850 m b  
700 mb 
500 m 5  
200 ms 
Uind  Speeci 
850 mb 
700 m b  
500 mb 
200 ms 
Wixing Ra t io  
850 m b  
700 mb 
500 rhb 
1. S e l e c t e d   s t a t i s t i c a l   y a r z m e t c r s  of qr; 
A m  I1 
Stanea rd   Coef f i c i en t  
Median Mean Devia t ion  of V a r i a t i o n  
(m/315 km) 
42.9 45.3 20.4  .45 
51.7 54.0 24.6 .46 
58.5 64.4 33 .1   .51  
85.6 94.8 43.6  .46 
(OC/315 km) 
2.8  2.9 1.6  .55 
2 .1   2 .3 1 .3   .57  
1.8 2.4  2.0  .83 
2 . 4  3 .1  2 . 4  .77 
(m/sec/315 km) 
6.4 7.2 4.2  .58 
7.4 7.5 3.5  .47 
8.1 8 .6  4.7 .55 
10.9 11 .5  6.G .56 
(g/kg/315 km) 
2 . 8  3.0 2.0  .67 
2.0  2.4 1.4  .58 
1 . 2  1 . 3  0.8  .62 
i e n t s  i n  c c n v e c t i v e  a r e s s .  
A E  IV 
Standa rd   Coef f i c i en t  
Median Mean Devia t ion  of V a r i a t i o n  
(m/315 Ian) 
35.8 34.7 15.8  .45 
47.0 46.2 15.0  .32 
68.2 67.8 14.4 . 2 1  
101 .1  100.9 30.5  .30 
(OC/315  kmj 
3.3  3.4 1.9 .55 
2.6  2.7 1.1 .41  
2 . 1  2.2 1 . 2  .55 
2 . 1  2 . 2  1 . 2  .55 
(m/sec/315 knd 
8.4 8.5 4.3  .51 
6 .2  6. S 3.4  .52 
6.2 6.7 3.6  .54 
8.5 9 . 1  5.6  .62 
(g/kg/315 km) 
2.4 2.3 1.8 .64 
2.3 2 .3  1 . 2  .52 
0 .8  0.9 0.6 .67 
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h ighe r  l eve l s ,  bu t  i n  AVE IV the  s t rongest  gradients  occurred a t  
850 and 200 mb. 
Mixing r a t io  g rad ien t s  were s l i g h t l y   l a r g e r   i n  AVE I1 than  in  
AVE IV. In  both cases, the horizontal  gradients  decreased as suc- 
cessively higher levels were considered. Large variabil i ty was 
presen t  i n  the  g rad ien t s  a t  a l l  levels. 
Overall ,  mean gradients over convective areas in  both  AVE I1 
and AVE I V  were similar i n  magnitude. V i r tua l ly  a l l  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
w e r e  p o s i t i v e l y  skewed t o  some degree, and in most cases, the s tan-  
dard deviations of the gradients were about half as l a rge  as the  
means, which indicated a wide range in  the  va lue  of  the  grad ien ts  
of each of the parameters. 
2 )  Nonconvective a reas  
Table 2 shows values of s t a t i s t i ca l  pa rame te r s  computed f o r  
gradients in nonconvective areas of AVE I1 and AVE IV .  Gradients 
were computed over 315-km d i s t ances  in  a l l  cases;  there were 695 
g r i d  p o i n t s  i n  AVE I1 and 724 g r i d  p o i n t s  i n  AVE I V .  
The d is t r ibu t ions  of  geopotent ia l  he ight  grad ien ts  in  non- 
convective areas were pos i t i ve ly  skewed i n  AVE 11, and a t  850 
and 700 mb i n  AVE IV .  While i n  AVE I1 the standard deviation a t  
a l l  l eve l s  was approximately half  as large as the mean, i n  AVE I V  
t h e   r a t i o  of s tandard deviat ion to  mean decreased with height, 
i .e. ,  the  coef f ic ien t  of var ia t ion decreased as higher  levels  were 
considered. A t  a l l  l e v e l s ,  t h e  mean gradients  were l a r g e r  i n  AVE 11 
than  in  AVE I V ,  i nd ica t ing  tha t  t he  in t ens i ty  o f  t he  gene ra l  
synopt ic  s i tua t ion  w a s  s t ronger  in  AVE I1 than  in  AVE IV.  
Mean temperature gradients a t  a l l  l e v e l s  i n  nonconvective areas 
of AVE I1 were la rger  than  the  grad ien ts  a t  corresponding levels 
of AVE I V .  Above  700 mb i n  AVE 11, the s tandard deviat ions and 
coef f ic ien ts  of  var ia t ion  a l l  increased with height ,  indicat ing that  
t h e  v a r i a b i l i t y  of the  grad ien ts ,  as expressed by the standard 
deviations,  w a s  a lso increasing with height .  In  AVE N, no.genera1 
relat ionship such as th i s  he ld  t rue ,  a l though the  mean gradients  
decreased with height. The f a c t  t h a t  mean temperature gradients 
i n  AVE II increased with height  while  those in  AVE IV decreased 
w 
N 
Table 2. Selected  statistical  paraseters of gradients  in  nonconvective  areas. 
Am I1 AV3 IV 
Standard  Coefficient Standard  Coefficient 
Parameter 
(m/315 km) (m/315 kmi Height 
Geopotential 
Median  Mean  Deviation of Variation  Median  Mean  Deviation  of  Variation 
850 m b  
94.6  94.7  28.4  .30  102.9  107.4  55.4  .53 290 mh 
54.0 53.9  16.6  .31  72.3 81.0 43.7  .54  500 ;nb 
33.5 35,s 15.0 .42 51.6  54.2  27.3  .50  700 mb 
23.1  26.6  16.7 .63 36.5  40.0  22. .55 
Temperature (OC/315 km) (OW315 km) 
850 mb 
2.6 2.1 1.2  44 1 3.7  3.7  2.0 -54 700 mb 
2.9  3.3  1.9  .58 3.5 3.6  2.0  .56 
500 mb 2.2  1.1  .50 I 2.6 3.6  2.7 
.75 I ::: 200 ms 2.7  4.1 3.5  .85  2.0  1.2 .60 
Wind  Speed (m/sec/315 km) (m/sec/315 km) 
850 mb 
7.4 e .  2  5.1  .62 11.7  13.0  7.9  .61 200 mb 
6.4 6.9 3.8  55  9.3 9.9 5.3 .54 500 mb 
6.2 6.8 3.9  57 6.1 6.8 3.7 -54 700 mb 
5.2  5.8 3.5 .60 6.0 6.4  3.5  .55 
Mixing  Ratio (g/kg/315 h) (g/kg/315 lan) 
850 mb 
0.6  0.8 0.6  .-I5  0.7 0.9 0.7 . 78 500 mb 
1.8  1.9 1.1 -58 2.0  2.3 1.4 .61 700 rb 
2.3  2.5 1.6 .62  2.5 3.1  2.2  .71 
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with  height  was  another  indication of the  differences  in  the  weather 
systems  in  the  two  experiments. 
Positive  skewness  was  inherent in the  wind  speed  gradient  dis- 
tributions at all  levels in both  experiments.  The  mean of the  gra- 
dients  increased  with  height  in  both  experiments,  and  the  standard 
deviation  was  roughiy  one-half  the  magnitude  of  the  mean  gradient 
at  each  level. 
Mixing  ratio  gradients in the  nonconvective  areas of AVE I1 
at each  level  were  larger  than  the  gradients at corresponding 
levels  in AVE I V .  Large  variability  in  the  gradients  was  present 
as evidenced  by  the  large  coefficients  of  variation. 
A s  was  the  case  for  convective  areas,  the  magnitudes of the
means  of  the  gradients  in  nonconvective  areas  of AVE I1 and AVE IV 
were  similar.  The  fact  that  the  mean  gradients  in AVE I1 were 
somewhat  larger  than  those  in AVE I V  has  implications as to  the 
strength of the  general  synoptic  situation. In general,  the 
distributions  were  positively  skewed  and  had  a  standard  deviation 
half  as  large as  the  mean  at  each  level. 
3 )  Combined areas 
Statistical  information  about  the  gradients  in AVE I1 and AVE 
I V  over  distances of 315 km without  regard  to  convection  is  given 
in  Table 3. Since  the  information  is  simply  a  compilation of the 
information  given  previously,  little  comment  is  needed.  Gradients 
in AVE I1 tended  to  be  larger and,,with the  exception of wind  speed, 
more  variable  than  those  in AVE I V .  Of  the  pressure  levels  studied, 
700-mb gradients  appeared  to  be  less  variable  than  those  at  other 
pressure  levels. 
Tables 4 and  5  contain  statistical  information  about  gradients 
computed  over  315-, 630-, and 944-km distances  in AVE I1 and  in AVE 
N, respectively. To enhance  comparisons,  the  gradients  in  these 
tables  have  been  divided  by  their  respective  distances  to  yield 
gradients  in  terms of unit  kilometer  distances. 
Geopotential  height  gradients at 850, 700, and 500 mb became 
progressively  smaller as gradients  over  315-, 630-, and 944-km 
distances  were  computed  for AVE 11. At 200 m b  in AVE 11, and at 
Tab 
Parameter 
Geopotential 
Height 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
200 mb 
Temperature 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
200 Irb 
Wind  Speed 
850 mS 
730 mb 
500 n!~ 
200 mb 
Mixing  Ratio 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
3 .  Selected  statistical  parameters of qr 
AVZ I1 
Standard  Coefficient 
Median  Mean  Deviation of Variation 
(m/315 km) 
38.1 41.2 21.8 53 
51.6 54.2 26.8 ,49 
67.4 77.3 42.2 .55 
97.5 104.6 54.1  2 
(Ow315 km) 
3.3  3.4  1.9  .56 
3.3  3.4  2.0  .59 
2.4  3.4  2.6  .76 
2.6  3.8  3.3  .87 
(m/sec/315 krn) 
6.1 6.6 3.7  56
6.3 6.9 3.6  .52 
9.0 9.6 5.2  54 
11.5 12.7 7.6 .60 
(g/kg/315 km) 
2.6  3.1 2.2 .71 ' 
2.0  2.3 1.4 .61 
0.7 1.0 0.7 0 
ients  without  rcqard  to  convection. 
AVE IV 
Standard  Coefficient 
Median  Mean  Deviation of Variation 
(m/315 k m )  
25.6 28.1 16.9 .60 
35.7 37.5 15.5 .41 
57.7 56.5 17.1  30 
95.7 95.9 29.0 .30 
('C/315 km) 
3.0  3.3  1.9  .57 
2.6  2.7  1.2  .44 
2.1  2.2  1.1  .50 
1.9 2.0  2 .60 
(m/sec/315 km) 
5.7 6.3 3.8 .60 
6.2 6.7 3.8  57 
6.3 6.8 3.8 56 
7.5 8.4 5.2 .62 
(g/kg/315 km) 
2.3 2.6 1.6 .62 
1.9 2.0 1.1 .55 
0.7 0.8 0.6  I5 
T a b l e  4 .  S e l e c t e d  s t a t i s t i c a l  o a r m e t e r s  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  q r a d i e n t  d i s t a n c e s  i n  AVE I?. 
~, 3 i 5  km distance-891 qrid p o i n t s  
., 
I 
Parameter Median Mean Devia t ion  of V a r i a t i c  Median Mean Devia t ion  of Var ia t ion  , Median Mean Deviation of V a r i a t i o n  
(rnfirn) (m/krn) 'keighc 
:eopotential  
Standard  Coeff ic ient  S tandard   Coeff ic ien t   S tandard   Coeff ic ien t  
630 ).B dis tance"567 gr id  poin ts  944 km d i s t a c e - 3 1 5  grid p o i n t s  
~ 
(m/km) 
R50 m b  
.149  .148  .0629  .424  .156  .159  .0729  .458 .154  .172 .OS51 . 94 700 rh .. . 
. lo1 .lo0 .0472  ,413 .lo5  .115  .057?  .498 ~ .121  .131  .0693  .529 
500 mb 
.338  .334  .lo9  .327  .336  .336  .140  .418 .309 .332 .172 .517 200 mb 
.254  .238  .0993  .417  .245  .?44  .113  .e84 .214  .246  .134  .546 
Temperature ('CArn) (OC/krn) (Wkrn) 
850 mb 
.0101  .00995  .00498 .500 .00804  .0102 .03683  .672 .00762  .0108 .00826  .765 500 m 3  
.0109  .00985  .00445  .452 .0103  .0103  .00508  .492 .0104  .0108  .00635 .%a 7  mb
.00925  .00879  .00371  .422  .00914  .00953  .00461  -483 .0104  .0108 .GO604 .558 
2no mb .00843  .00953  .006 4  .633 .00777  .0110 .00842  .768 .0083o .0121  .c105 .E68 
Wind Speed ( d s e c h )  (rn/sec/h) (m/sec/km) 
850 mb 
.0231  .0244  .0119  .487 .0311  .0327  :0165  .505 .0366  .0403 .-0-?41 .598 200 mb 
.0196  .0192  .00826  .431 .0237  .0245  .0129  .526 .0285  .0305  .0165  .542 500 mb 
.0119  .0121  .00561  .465 .0164  .0167  .00826  .495 .0202 .0?19 .0114 .522 700 mb 
.00963  .00995  .0 4 8 . so0 .0137  .0145  .00699  .484 .0194  .0210  .0118  .561 
Mixing Aatio (g/kwIm) (g/kg/km) /g/kg/kJ-d 
850 mb 
.00202  .00191 .00106 .556 -00215  .00238  .00159  .667 .00238  .00318  .00222  .700 500 mb 
.00413  .00413  .00191  .462 .00486  .00524  .00286  .545 .00621  .00731  .00445 .609 700 mb 
.00574  .00561  .00275  .491 .00683  .00715  .00429 .600 .00812  .00985  .00699 .710 
W cn 
Tzble 5 .   S e l e c t e d   s t a t i s t i c a l   p a r a m e t e r s   € o r   d i f f e r e n t   q r a d i c n t   d i s t a n c e s   i n  AVE I V .  
315 km d i s t ance"891  q r id  po in t s  944 km dis tance"315 gr id  poin ts  630 kn  d i s t ance"567  g r id  po in t s  
S t a n d a r d   C o e f f i c i e n t  S t a n d a r d   C o e f f i c i e n t  
ParameLer 
Geopotent ia l  
Height  
Median Mean Devia t ion  of V a r i a t i o n  Median Mean Devia t ion  of V a r i a t i o n  Median Mean Devia t ion  of V a r i a t i o n  
S t a n d a r d   C o e f f i c i e n t  
(m/km) (m/km) (m/km) 
850 mb 
.228  .225  .0466  .207 .316  .313 .OE65 .212  .304  .304  .0920  . 03 200 mb 
.141  .138  .0193  .140 .182  .187  .0350  .187 .183  .179  .0542  .303 500 mS 
.0951  .0946  .0224  .237 .124  .124  .0373  .301 .113 .119  .0493  .414 7CO mb 
,0784  .0749  .0340  .454 .0923 .0895 .0500 .559 .OS12  .0693  .0 36 .600 
Temperature (OC/km) ('C/km) ("C/km) 
650 mb .00576  .00584  .00254  .e35 .00967  .00971  .00448  .461  .00943  ,0105 .00603  .574 
700 mb .00551  .00555  .00163  .294 .00765  .00778  .00273  .351 . o o m  .ooa41  .00378  .449 
500 mb .00457  .0045   .00237  .527 .00652  .00641  .00316  .493 .OOC54 .00698 .00352  .504 
200 mb .00418  .00423  .002 9  .494 .00511  .0054   .00286  .530 . o x 9 4  . o o m  .0037a  .5a7 
Wind Speed (m/sec/km) (rn/sec/km)  (m/sec/km) 
850 ;Fs 
.0201  .0217  .0113  .548 1 .0174  .0179  .00878 '524 .491 1 .0133  .0135  .00578  .428 550 mb .0197  .0214  .0121  .565  .Ol55  .0170 .00890 .0137  .0137  .00582  .425 700 ~rb .0139  .0140  .00627  .448 .0158  .01G6  .00921  .555  .0179  .020i  .0121  .602 
.0129  .0138  .I20793  .575 .02?9  .0265  .0164  .619  ,0193  .0202  .0120  .594 200 mb 
Bixing  Fatio (g/kg/km) (9Fg/km)  (g/kg/km) 
850 mb 
.00126 .00130 .000678  .522 .00160  .00183  .00110  .601  .002iO  .00254 .00178 .700 500 mb 
' .00328  .0 345  .0 172 .499 .00459  .00475  .00237 .499 .00590  .00541  .00359  .560 700 mb 
' .00401  .0 433  .0 2 2  .559 .00581  .00622  .00349  .561 .00730  .e0825  .00511 .619 
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all  levels  in AVE IV, mean  'height  gradients  computed  over  630-km 
distances  were  slightly  larger  than  those  computed  over  either  315- 
or  944-km  distances.  The  gradient  distributions  were  positively 
skewed  for  gradients  computed  over  315 km at  all  levels  in AVE 11, 
and at  850 and 700 mb in AVE JV. Over  944-km  distances,  the  height 
gradient  distributions  at  all  levels in both  experiments  were  neg- 
atively  skewed,  meaning  there  was  a  lack of the  smaller  gradient 
values. At all  levels  in  both  experiments,  the  coefficient  of  vari- 
ation  became  progressively  smaller  as  315-, 630-, and  944-km  dis- 
tances  were  considered.  This  indicated  that  the  gradients  were  less 
variable  over  the  larger  distances, a  would  be  expected. 
Temperature  gradients at all  levels  and  in  both  experiments 
decreased as the  gradients  were  computed  over  progressively  longer 
distances.  Since  the  coefficient of variation  was  largest  in  the 
upper  atmosphere  and  over  the  315-km  distance,  it  can  be.concluded 
that  temperature  gradients  were  more  variable,  relative  to  the  mean, 
in  the  upper  atmosphere  and  over  short  distances  than  elsewhere. 
Considering  the  coefficients of variation  derived  for  each  of  the 
distributions  of  each of the  four  meteorological  parameters  in  both 
experiments,  the  largest  coefficient  of  variation  was  that of tem- 
perature  gradients  in AVE I1 at 200 mb and  over  a  distance  of  315 
km.  While  all  the  distributions  of  temperature  gradients  computed 
over  315 km were  skewed  positively  to  some  degree,  many  of  the 
944-km  distributions  were  negatively  skewed. 
Mean  wind  speed  gradients  progressively  decreased  at  all  levels 
in  both  experiments as  the  gradients  were  computed  over  progres- 
sively  longer  distances. As with  height  and  temperature  gradients, 
the  coefficient of variation  became  progressively  smaller as the 
wind  speed  gradients  were  computed  over  315, 630, and 944 km. This 
indicated  that  the  variability of the  gradients  was  less  over  longer 
than  over  shorter  distances. 
In all  cases,  mixing  ratio  gradients  decreased  as  progressively 
longer  distances  were  considered,  and  the coef€icients.o€ variation 
did  likewise.  Gradient  distributions  were  positively  skewed  over 
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the  315-  and  630-kix  distances,  and  were  negatively  skewed  over 944-h 
distances at 850  and  500 mb in  AVE  11. 
Overall,  mean  gradient  values  and  the  coefficients of variation 
at all  levels  tended  to  decrease  as  the  gradients  were  computed  over 
315-,  630-,  and  944-km  distances.  This  should  be  expected  since  it 
has  been  shown  that  30-60% of the  total  change  observed  in  a  synoptic- 
scale  parameter  over  a  12-h  period  occurs  within  a  3-h  period,  and 
that  such  variability  is  due  to  subsynoptic-scale  systems  (Wilson 
and  Scoggins,  1976).  Presumably  such  systems  could  cause  the  larger 
variability  observed  in  gradients  computed  over  315-km  distances. 
b.  Probability of magnitudes of gradients 
In  order  to  determine  the  probability  of  the  magnitudes  of 
gradients,  cumulative  frequency  distributions  were  computed  without 
regard  to  convective  areas  for  gradients  over  315-,  630-,  and  944-km 
distances,  and  for  gradients  in  convective  and  nonconvective  areas 
over  315-km  distances.  The  315-km  gradients  at  each  level  were  then 
plotted on probability  graph  paper  for  both  experiments. 
Cumulative  frequency  distributions  are  shown  in  Fig.  10a  for 
AVE I1 height  gradients,  and  in  Fig.  10b for AVE  IV  height  gradients. 
These  frequency  distributions  reveal  a  difference  in  the  magnitudes 
and  distributions of the  height  gradients  between  the  two  experiments. 
For  example,  while 90% of  the  height  gradients  in  AVE I1 at  850 mb
were  73  m/315 km or  less,  the  remaining 10% were  distributed  up  to 
a  maximum of  120  m/315 km. In AVE IV, 90% of the  height  gradients 
at  850 mb were 52 m/315  km or  less,  and  the  maximum  was  only 
75  m/315  km. 
The  temperature  frequency  distributions  plotted in Fig.  lla 
for  AVE  I1  and  Fig.  llb  for  AVE  IV  provide  the  most  contrast  between 
the  two  experiments  of  any  of  the  atmospheric  variables  studied. 
The  distributions of temperature  gradients  in  AVE I1 were  interesting 
in  that  even  though  the  mean  temperature  gradients at 500 and  200 m b  
were  larger  than  those at either  700  or 850 mb, approximately 65% Of 
the  gradients  at 500 and  200 mb were  smaller  than  those at  850  or 
700 mb. In  contrast  to  the  gradients  in  AVE 11, the  temperature 
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g r a d i e n t s   i n  'AVE I V  were not as i r r egu la r ly  d i s t r ibu ted ,  and the  
l a r g e s t  mean gradients occurred a t  850 mb. 
Figures 12a and 12b are plots of cumulative frequency distribu- 
t i o n s  of wind speed gradients for AVE I1 and AVE I V ,  respectively.  
Note that  the cumulat ive frequency values  of  the gradients  a t  200 m b  
i n  AVE I1 are p l o t t e d  on a d i f f e r e n t  scale than  the  va lues  for  o ther  
leve ls .  Dis t r ibu t ions  for  850 and 700 mb were near ly  ident ica l  
between the  two experiments,  but gradients a t  500 and 200 rnb were 
much l a r g e r  i n  AVE I1 than  in  AVE I V .   A s  an indication of the large 
values found i n  AVE 11, no te  tha t  98% of the wind speed gradients a t  
200 mb were less than half  of  the maximum-reported va lue  for  tha t  
l eve l .  Such a dis t r ibut ion suggests  the presence of  a s t r o n g  j e t  
stream a t  some t i m e  dur ing the per iod for  which the  da ta  were col- 
lected,  with an actual  occurrence over  Ohio and western New York 
a t  0900 GMT, 1 2  May 1974. Wind speeds in  the  j e t  r eached  100 m sec 
with horizontal  speed gradients of up t o  70 m sec-l/315 km. These 
extreme values were present for only one time period, but were con- 
firmed by three separate rawinsonde stations. 
-1 
Cumulative frequency distributions of mixing ratio gradients 
are shown in  F ig .  13a f o r  AVE I1 and  Fig. 13b f o r  AVE I V .  The 
d i s t r ibu t ions  a re  ve ry  s imi l a r  fo r  t he  two experiments, with a ten- 
dency  toward pos i t i ve  skewness among all d i s t r ibu t ions .  The marked 
decrease in the magnitudes of the horizontal gradients with respect 
to height should be noted. This should be expected because of the 
nonlinear decrease of mixing ratio with height.  
Cumulative frequency distribuitons also w e r e  computed f o r  con- 
vect ive and nonconvective areas in each of the two experiments. 
These d i s t r i b u t i o n s  were p lo t t ed  on probabi l i ty  graph paper  for  
each of  the meteorological  var iables  for  850 and 500 rnb i n  AVE I1 
and AVE IV.  Only the  d i s t r ibu t ions  fo r  geopo ten t i a l  he igh t  g ra -  
d i e n t s  and wind speed gradients w i l l  be discussed. 
Cumulative frequency distributions of geopotential height 
gradients  are plotted in Figs.  14a and 14b for AVE 11, and in  F igs .  
15a and 15b f o r  AVE I V .  I n  AVE 11, 95% of the height  gradients  a t  
850 m b  were larger  in  convect ive areas than in nonconvective areas,  
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(b) AVE IV 
Fig. 12. Cumulative  frequency  distributions 
of wind speed gradients. 
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while at 500 mb the  gradients  were  larger in the  nonconvective  areas. 
In  AVE  IV,  the  results  for  the 850” level  were  somewhat  similar  to 
those  in  AVE I1 with  approximately 95% of the  gradients  being  larger 
in  the  convective  than  in  nonconvective  areas.  But,  at 500 mb in 
AVE  IV  the  gradients  were  larger  in  the  convective  areas  than  in 
nonconvective  areas. 
Frequency  distributions of wind  speed  gradients  are  shown  for 
AVE  I1  in  Figs.  16a  and  16b,  and  in  Figs.  17a  and  17b  for AVE IV. At 
850 mb, the  wind  speed  gradients  in  both  experiments  were  larger  in 
convective  than  in  nonconvective  areas.  As  was  the  case  with  height 
gradients  in AVE 11,  the  wind  speed  gradients a  500 mb in  AVE  I1 
were  larger  in  the  nonconvective  areas.  In  AVE  IV,  the  distribu- 
tions  at  500 mb of the  gradients  in  nonconvective  and  convective 
areas  were  nearly  identical. 
c. Comparison of convective nonconvective areas 
As  has  been  mentioned  previously,  the  differences  in  synoptic 
situations  between  AVE I1 and AVE IV  are  considerable.  Therefore, 
it  might  be  expected that-there would  be  differences  when  comparing 
the  two  experiments  as  to  whether  gradients  are  larger  in  the  con- 
vective  or  nonconvective  areas.  A  comparison f  Tables  1  and 2, 
which  were  presented  previously  and  contain  information  about  gra- 
dients  over  a  distance of 315 km in  convective  and  nonconvective 
areas,  reveals  that  there  are  many  instances  when  this  is  true.  For 
example,  in  AVE  I1  mean  height  gradients at 500 mb were  larger  in 
the  convective  than  in  the  nonconvective  areas,  but  in  AVE IV the 
reverse  was  true. 
Mean  geopotential  height  gradients at all  levels  in  the  convec- 
tive  areas of AVE  IV  were  significantly  larger  than  the  mean  gra- 
dients  over  nonconvective  areas.  In  AVE  11,  the  mean  height  gra- 
dients  at  850 mb were  larger  in  the  convective  than  in  the  non- 
convective  areas, at 700 mb the  gradients  were  nearly  equal,  and 
at 500 ‘and 200 mb the  mean  gradients  were  larger  in  the  nonconvective 
areas.  Such  results  are  not  surprising  since it is  a  well-known 
fact  that  precipitation  often  occurs  in  or  near  frontal  zones; 
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thus the heiGht gradients are la rger  in  convec t ive  a reas  than  in  non- 
convective areas i n  t h e  lower regions of the atmosphere. In  the upper 
leve ls  of  AVE 11, a deep trough moved through the area, whereas i n  
AVE IV no such trough w a s  present.  It  seems l i k e l y  t h a t  t h e  g r a d i e n t s  
assoc ia ted  wi th  th i s  t rough tended  to  make t h e  mean gradien ts  la rger  
i n  the nonconvective areas ra ther  than  in  the  convec t ive  areas ahead 
o€ the trough. Another interesting aspect of the height gradients 
w a s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  of v a r i a t i o n  were smaller i n  t h e  
convective than in nonconvective areas of  both  experiments.  This 
ind ica tes  tha t  the  average  var iab i l i ty  of grad ien t s  i n  the  convec- 
t i v e  areas w a s  smaller than elsewhere. 
Mean temperature gradients a t   a l l   l e v e l s   i n  AVE I V  were v i r -  
tua l ly  ident ica l  in  convec t ive  and nonconvective areas,  but in AVE 
I1 larger  gradients  occurred in  the nonconvect ive areas than  in  
convective  regions.  Large  temperature  gradients  in AVE I1 exis ted 
i n   t h e  major trough while relatively weak gradients occurred over 
the convective regions ahead of the trough. An examination  of 
t he  coe f f i c i en t s  o f  va r i a t ion  r evea l s  t ha t  t he  va r i ab i l i t y  of t e m -  
perature  gradients  in  convect ive and nonconvective areas were roughly 
the  same. 
Wind speed gradients a t  850 mb in both experiments were s t rong 
in  the convect ive areas .  Such a finding i s  consistent with findings 
by Miller (1967) and o the r s  who stress the importance of a low-level 
j e t  i n  the formation and maintenance of severe storms. While sorIe 
convect ive act ivi ty  in  both experiments  did occur  away from the  low- 
l e v e l  j e t s ,  t h e r e  w a s  a tendency for storms to occur near the jets,  
which is where  wind  speed gradients  were l i k e l y  t o  be large. Large 
wind speed gradients a t  o the r  l eve l s  i n  AVE I V  did not  seem to  occur  
preferen t ia l ly  in  e i ther  convec t ive  or  nonconvect ive  areas. I n  AVE 
11, t h e  mean gradients  a t  500 and 200 m b  were larger  outs ide of  the 
convective areas. The large wind speeds associated with the major 
trough appears t o  have been the reason for this finding. 
Mixing rat io  gradients  in  both experiments  and a t  almost a l l  
l e v e l s  were large near convective regions.  Such a r e s u l t  i s  not 
surpr is ing s ince higher  levels  of  moisture  are  general ly  present  in  
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the convective areas. In previous work involving AVE 11, Wilson  and 
Scoggins (1976) have shown that  thunderstorm act ivi ty  general ly  oc- 
cur red  in  areas where the average relative humidity from surface to 
500 m b  was greater  than 60%. Natural ly ,  gradients  across  such an 
area with a high moisture content are l i k e l y   t o  be l a r g e r ,  though 
t h i s  would affect  gradients  in  the surrounding nonconvect ive areas ,  
a l so .  The coe f f i c i en t s  o f  va r i a t ion  r evea l  t ha t  t he  va r i ab i l i t y  
of t he  mixing ra t io  grad ien ts  in  convec t ive  areas w a s  less extreme 
than that  in  the nonconvect ive areas .  
Thbugh ove ra l l  s t a t i s t i ca l  approaches  as appl ied  in  the  pre-  
v ious  sec t ions  a re  l ike ly  t o  yield information about the average 
condi t ions in  convect ive areas, another approach must be attempted 
i n  order to determine the differences between the gradients under 
the  same synopt ic  condi t ions in  par t icular  s torm areas  and nearby 
nonconvective areas. 
I n  AVE IV, means of  the gradients  of each of the four meteoro- 
l og ica l  va r i ab le s  w e r e  computed for  each t i m e  separately; These 
means for  the  overa l l ,  convec t ive ,  and nonconvective areas of each 
l e v e l  are given i n  Table 6. It should be noted that during the 
f i r s t  f o u r  time periods (through 1500 GMT on April 24) a squa l l  l i ne  
completed  most  of i ts  l i f e  c y c l e .  The data  for  the convect ive areas  
during these time periods represent  means obtained solely from t h i s  
squal l  l ine,  s ince convect ion w a s  not present elsewhere on the grid. 
This  squal l  l ine reached i t s  maximum development a t  0600 GMT on 
24 April .  The  means of the gradients obtained a t  1800 and 2100 GMT 
on 2 4  April and 0000 GMT on 25 Apri l  were from both decaying and 
developing convective systems. During the period 0600 GMT-1200 GMT, 
25 Apri l ,  convect ive act ivi ty  was again confined to a s ing le  squa l l  
l ine ,  wi th  maximum development occurring a t  0600 GMT. 
A s  can be seen in T a b l e  6 ,  overa l l  he ight  grad ien ts  a t  850 
and 750 mb were generally decreasing during the course of the AVE I V  
experiment, but gradients a t  500 and 200 m b  showed no consis tent  
trends.  The he ight  grad ien ts  over  the  f i r s t  squa l l  l ine  increased  a t  
a l l  l e v e l s  below 200 m b  du r ing  the  squa l l  l i ne ' s  l i f e  cyc le  (da t a  
from convective areas in T a b l e  6 f o r  t h e  f i r s t  f o u r  time periods) .  
Table 6 .  Comparison of mean g r sd ie - t s  i n  convec t ive  and  r!onconveztive a r e a s  i n  AVE IV for each tine pe r iod .  
The n u h e r s  i n  p a r e n t h e s e s  b e s i d e  mean e50 mb r j e o p r e n t i a l  h e i g h t  g r h d i e n t s  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  nmhr of T i 2  
p o i a t s  o v e r  which each mean was ccmputed for each tire per lod .  Overa l l ,  there were 99 g r i d  p o i n t s  p e r  
time perio?.  
I 850 mb 203 nb 505 mb 7 c 3  dl 
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92.9  85.1  86.1 69.5 52.7 54.9  47.2  37.1  38.5 37.3  (13)30.0 (86) 30.9 
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79.2  95.6  94.0 58.5  56.8  57.0  47.8  37.9  38.9 18 GMT 34.3  (10)  27.6  (89) 28.  
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Table   6 .   (cont inued)  
850 mb 
Con. Noncon. O v e r a l l  Con. Noncon. O v e r a l l  Con.  Noncon. O v e r a l l  Cor.. Noncon. Overa l l  
200 mb 500 mb 700 rb 
7.7 5.4 5.8 
10.5 6.0 7.2 
12.3 6.5 7 .3  
13.3 7 . 2  7.7 
9.8 5.6 6 .1  
6.0 5.8 5.8 
6 .8  5.2 5.6 
8.6 4.8 5.6 
6 . 1  5.7 5.8 
3.5 2.5 2.6 
3.4 2.7 2.9 
3.7 2.6 2.7 
2.2 2.9 2.8 
1.6 2.3 2.3 
1.8 2.3 2.2 
3.6 2.9 3.1 
2.2 2.7 2.6 
1.9 2.4 2 . 3  
Wind Sneed Gradients  
5 .2  6.0 5.9 
7.3 5.7 6.2 
6 . 5  7.5 7.4 
8.2 8 .6  8.6 
8.0 7 . 8  7 . 8  
6.7 7 .8  7 .6  
5 .1  5.7 5.5 
5.2 5 . 3  5.3 
6 .3  6 . 1  6.5 
/ s e d 3 1 5  km) 
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5.. 1 8.3 8.0 
7 . 8  7.3 7.3 
1 . 4  6.7 6.8 
5.0 5.8 5.6 
9 . 1  8 .6  8.7 
8 . 4  7.4 7.6 
5.5 6.2 6.1 
10.9 6.9 8.0 
7 . 1  6.6 8.4 
8 .5  7.5 7.6 
8.0 7.3 7.3 
6 .3  8.0 7 .6  
8.7 8.8 8.8 
11.2 11.2 11.2 
1 3 . 1  9.4 lo.?. 
Mixins  Rat io  Gradien ts  ( s /ka /315  k m )  
1.9  2.2  2.1 
1.2 .6 .7 3.1 2.0 2.3 
1.4 .6 .8 2.1  1.7 1.8 
.7 .a .8 2.6  2.3 2 . 4  
. 7  .8 .7  2.2  2.1  2.1 
.7   .7   .7  1.8 1 .5   1 .6  
1 .4  .8 .9 2 . 1  2.0 2.0 
.9 1.0  1.0 2.4 2.0  .0 
.9  .8 .8 2.3  1.7 1.9 
.6  1 .0  .9 
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Gradients  over  the second squal l  l ine increased a t  850 and 700 mb 
and decreased a t  500 and 200 mb dur ing  the  por t ion  of  the  l i fe  cyc le  
of t h i s  system tha t  cou ld  be studied (data from the convective area 
f o r  t h e  last two time periods) .  
Overall  temperature gradients a t  t h e  850- and 700-mb levels 
e i t h e r  remained constant  or  decreased s l ight ly  unt i l  1800 GMT, and 
then tended to increase during the remaining t i m e  periods ( T a b l e  6 ) .  
Overall temperature gradients  a t  500 and 200 mb tended t o  remain 
constant ,  then increased s l ight ly  by the  end of the experiment. 
Gradients computed ove r  t he  f i r s t  squa l l  l i ne  du r ing  i ts  l i f e  c y c l e  
tended to  decrease  a t  most levels  (convect ive areas i n  Tab le  6,  
0000 GMT-1500 GMT, 24 April) .  Temperature gradients computed over 
t h e  second squall  l ine did not show cons is ten t  t rends  from one 
pressure level  to  another  (convect ive areas i n  Table 6,  0600 GMT- 
1200 GMT, 25 Apri l )  . 
The o v e r a l l  wind speed gradients in Table 6 increased a t  a l l  
levels  except  200 mb u n t i l  1800 GMT, 24 Apri l ,  and generally de- 
creased  thereaf ter .  A t  200 mb, the  trend w a s  not   consis tent .  Over 
the  f i r s t  squa l l  l i ne ,  t hese  g rad ien t s  a t  850 mb tended to  increase  
dur ing  the  l i fe  cyc le  o f  the  system. Inconsis tent  resul ts  were 
ob ta ined  €o r  o the r  p re s su re  l eve l s  i n  the  f i r s t  squa l l  l i ne ,  and 
f o r  t h e  second s q u a l l  l i n e  when comparing the t rends a t  d i f f e r e n t  
pressure levels .  
Overal l  mixing rat io  gradients  in  T a b l e  6 showed no cons i s t en t  
t rends.  During the l i fe  cycle  of  the first s q u a l l  l i n e ,  mixing 
ra t io  grad ien ts  increased  a t  500 mb, bu t  showed  no consis tent  
t rends a t  other pressure levels. Again,  inconsis tent  resul ts  were 
obtained for  the second squal l  l ine when comparing t rends a t  d i f -  
fe ren t  pressure  leve ls .  
S ince  d i f fe ren t  a reas  of  the  gr id  were experiencing very dif- 
f e r e n t  s y n o p t i c  s i t u a t i o n s  i n  AVE 11, two regions w e r e  designated, 
and gradients ih the convective and nonconvective areas within each 
region w e r e  s tudied.  In  the midwest region, a warm f r o n t  moved 
northeastward through the region's center, while a cold front ad- 
vanced rapidly southeastward. The other region considered w a s  i n  
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the  southeast.  Fronts  did not  affect  this  region  much,  but  a  Gulf 
cyclone  moved  to  the  region's  center  by  the  end of th   time  periods 
studied.  Only 850- and 500-mb levels  were  considered  in  this  study, 
and  the  time  periods  ran  consecutively  from 1200 GMT on 11  May  1974 
through 0300 GMT  on  12  May  1974.  Mean  gradients  in  the  convective 
and  nonconvective  areas of each  region  were  computed  for  each  time 
period,  and  prestorm  and  poststorm  gradients, as previously  defined, 
were  considered.  Figure 18 shows  the  boundaries of the  midwest  and 
southeast  regions. 
Fig.  18.  Boundaries  of  midwest  and  southeast  areas  used  in AVE 11. 
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Table 7 shows the means of  the gradients  in  convect ive and non- 
convective areas for  each separate  t i m e  in both the southeast  and 
midwest regions. Unfortunately in both the southeast and  midwest 
reg ions ,  near ly  the  en t i re  areas were covered by convection a t  times, 
while a t  other  times only a few da ta  po in t s  were a f f ec t ed  by storms. 
Comparisons between convective and nonconvective areas become ra the r  
diff icul t  because of  the unequal  number of grid points within each 
area, b u t   t o  have used a la rger  a rea  would not have allowed ob- 
ta in ing  gradien ts  for  un i form synopt ic  s i tua t ions  wi th in  each  area. 
In  most cases,  maximum gradients  in  both the convect ive and noncon- 
vective areas occurred a t  t h e  same t i m e  maximum gradients occurred 
over each region. 
Mean height  gradients  a t  850 m b  were la rger  in  the  convec t ive  
than in nonconvective areas in  the southeast  region and u n t i l  1800 
GMT i n  t h e  midwest region. A t  500 mb, the mean height  gradients  were 
larger  during most of the t i m e  per iods in  convect ive areas  in  the 
southeast region, and were la rger  in  s torm areas  than  in  nonstorm 
a r e a s  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  h a l f  o f  t h e  t i m e  per iods  s tud ied  in  the  midwest. 
The influence of the approaching trough was seen a t  500 mb i n  t he  
midwest region as a general  increase in the magnitude of the gra- 
dients .  N o  consis tent  t rend w a s  es tabl ished €or the southeast  
region. 
The influence of the trough in the midwest region w a s  a lso seen 
in  overal l  temperature  gradients ,  which increased steadily a t  500 mb 
during the t i m e  periods studied. A general  increase of  the  t e m -  
perature  gradients  w a s  noted also a t  850 mb i n  t h i s  r e g i o n .  I n  
the southeast ,  the  overal l  temperature  gradients  a t  500 mb weakened 
u n t i l  2100 GMT and increased afterwards, while a t  850 mb the opposite 
w a s  t rue .  
Wind speed gradients a t  both  leve ls  in  the  midwest and southeast  
regions were s t ronger  in  the convect ive than in  nonconvect ive areas .  
The f a c t   t h a t  j e t  streams were occurr ing  a t  bo th  leve ls  over  the  
convective areas in  bo th  the  midwest and southeast regions tended 
t o  cause large wind speed gradients  in  those areas. The gradients  
a t  850 mb i n   t h e  midwest region decreased during mst of  the time 
Table 7. Comparison of mean g r a s i e n t s  l n  convectiwrt an2 r , onconvec t ive  a reas  in  AVZ LI for each rime p e r i o d .  
The  numbezs i n  p a r e n t h e s e s  b e s i d a  mean 850 rr?s g z c p t e n t i a :  h e i g h t  gradients r e p r e s e n t  t h e  n u x b e r  of g r l d  
p o i n t s  over which  each mean was  computed for  each  t ima  Fe r io?  in  each  r eg ion .  Overa l l ,  t he re  were  18 Srid 
p o i n t s  p e r  t i n e  p e r i o d  i n  t h e  S o u t h e a s t  r c - j i o n  and 20 per t i m e  p e r i o d  i n  t h e  Midwest r e g l o n .  
850 r r b  500 mb 
Tinc  Southeast   Region Mid.dest Region  Southeast   Region Midwest Region 
Con. Noncor.. Overa l l  Con. S .xcon .   Overa l l  Con.  Noncon. @vera11 Con.  Noncon. Overall 
12 OIT 
15  GMT 
l a  GMT 
21 G L T  
00 GMT 
03 GMT 
Geopotent ia l   Height   Gradients  (m/315 km) 
42 30  32 
29 35 34 
32  32 32 
52  43 47 
43 4 1  43 
41 31  46 
1.2  0.7 0.8 
1 . 2  1.1 1.1 
1.6   1 .5  1 . 5  
2.7  .6 2.6 
2.1  2.5 2.2 
1 .6   1 .4  1 .5  
3.4 3.0  3.1 
3.3  3.3  3 3 
3.1  3.4  3.2 
3.7  3.2  3.6 
4.6  4.7  4.7 
4.0  4.3  4.3 
4.0 2.1 2.4 
4.0  1.9  2.3 
1 .4   1 .4   1 .4  
1 . 3   1 . 5   1 . 4  
1 .5   2 .0   1 .6  
1.0 2.8  1 .9  
64  48  55 
BO 78 79 
87  76 83 
89  116 9 3  
8 1  140  105
1111 117  6 
1.1 1.1 1.1 
1.2  1.5 1.4 
2.3  2.1 2.2 
2.7  4.0  2.9 
3.0  5.1 3.7 
6.8 5.8 6 .0  
Table  7  icontinued) 
850 mb 500 mb 
Southeast Region Eli&we..eSt 3egion 
Noncon. Overa l l  Con. Con. Noncon. . o v e r a l l  Noncon. Overal l  Con. Noncon. Overa l l  
Southeast Region Xidwest Region 
11-12 May 
12 GMT 
15 GXT 
18 GMT 
2 1  CHT 
00 GMT 
03  GYT 
11-12 May 
12  GYT 
15 GMT 
18 WT 
21 GVT 
00 GMT 
03 GYT 
WinJ STeed Graaients  (m/sac/315 km) 
9.6  6.9  7.3 7.9  5.6  6.7 7.0 5 .6   5 8  10.1 7.3 8 . 5  
10.9  7.8 0.5 12.2  7.3 9.0 7.1  5.3  5.7 6.1 6.9  6 .7  
12.9  8.9  10.7 10.1 5.6 8.3 5.7  5.4  5.5 6.3  4.7  5.7 
10.2 8.5 9 .3  
8.7  10.4  9.3 3.8  3.1  3.6 ' 3.2 3 . 5   3 . 3  7.8 7.1  7.6 
9.4 5.1 8.7 10 .o 7.1  8.4 6.4  .4  5.9 
6.6  4.3  5.6 6.0  5.7  5.8 4.1  5.5 4.5.2 5.1 5 . 1  
Mlxing Fati0 Gradients  (g/kg/315 km) 
6.4 3.9  4.3
1.8 1.3  1.4 0.9 1 .9  1.3 3 .2  2.3  2.61.4 1 .7  1.4 
1.8 2.2 1.9 1.8 2.4 1 .9  3 .5  4 . 3  3.8 1.9 2.1 1.9 
1.8 1.1 1.7 1.7   1 .5   1 .6   4 .1   4 .0   4 .1  2.1 2.7  2.4 
1.5 1.1 1.3 0.8 1 . 3  1.1 3.6 4.4 3 . 9  3.6  4.5  4.1 
1.1 1.4 1.3 1.4 0.8 0 .9  4.3 3 .5  3 . 8  3.4 2.7 2.8 
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.5 1.0 0.9 4.5  4.8  4.7 
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per iods s tudied,  while  those in  the southeast  increased unt i l  1800 
GMT, and decreased thereafter.  N o  cons is ten t  t rends  were notice- 
able  i n  e i ther  reg ion  a t  500 &. 
Mixing r a t i o  g r a d i e n t s  a t  500 mb tended t o  i n c r e a s e  i n  b o t h  
regions during the time periods studied. A t  850 mb, the gradients  
generally decreased in both regions.  Large mixing ratio gradients 
did not  seem to  occur  p re fe ren t i a l ly  in  e i the r  convec t ive  o r  non- 
convective areas in  e i the r  r eg ion .  
Results from the study of prestorm and poststorm gradients 
i n  the  midwest and southeast  regions of AVE: I1 are given in  T a b l e  
8. Height gradients a t  both 850 and  500 mb tended to  be smaller 
a f te r  the  s torms  than  before  in  the  southeas t ,  bu t  an increase  in  
the magnitude of the height gradients a t  both levels  was noted  in  
the midwest.  Temperature  gradients a t  both levels  general ly  in-  
creased as  the s torms moved through the midwest, but there w a s  only 
a weak tendency  for  th i s  to  occur  in  the  southeas t  reg ion .  A t  
850 mb, maximum grad ien t s  i n  wind speed occurred before or during 
the s torms in  both the southeast  and midwest regions,  and decreased 
as storms moved out of an area. A t  500 mb, the reverse w a s  t r u e  
with maximum gradients following the storms in both areas,  though 
the observed differences were small. Mixing r a t io  g rad ien t s  
decreased  s l igh t ly  fo l lowing  the  s torms  in  both  reg ions  a t  850 mb, 
and increased after,  or during, the storms a t  500 mb. 
The r e s u l t s  from this  s tudy of  the midwest region indicate 
tha t  the  genera l  synopt ic  s i tua t ion  is perhaps dominating any changes 
brought about by convection, or else the convection is  a c t i n g  i n  
such a way as  to  re inforce  the  synopt ic  grad ien t  f ie lds .  The changes 
in  the  grad ien ts  in  the  southeas t  reg ion  were most l i k e l y  t o  i n d i c a t e  
changes brought about by the convection, since the southeast region 
was not dominated by as s t rong a synoptic-scale system as w a s  evident 
i n  t h e  midwest. 
A prestorm and poststorm study of gradients in AVE I V  w a s  per- 
formed involving a l l  pressure  leve ls  and a l l  nine times. In  addi t ion,  
a comparison of gradients involved when t h e  i n t e n s i t y  o f  t h e  convec- 
t i v e  areas d i f f e red  from one t i m e  t o  t h e  n e x t  w a s  made using the 
- Table 8.  Means of g r a d i e n t s  i n  AVE I1 over a r e a s  i n  which t h e  s t a t u s  of convection changed. 
Piumbers i n  pa ren theses  ind ica t e  number of a.rid po in t s  s tud ied  in  each  r eg ion  and  a t  each  leve l .  
7- 
Geopotent ia l  Height  
850 mb 'Southeas t   Region  
500 mb Southeast   Region 
Midwest Region 
Midwest Region 
Temperature 
850 mb Southeast   Region 
500 mb Southeast   Region 
Midwest Region 
Midwest Region 
Wind Speed 
850 mb Southeast   Region 
500 mb Southeast   Region 
Midwest Region 
)!idwest Region 
Mixing Ratio 
850 mb Southeast   Region 
500 mb Southeast   Region 
Midwest Region 
Midwest Region 
T 
Prestorm to S t o r m  storm to Poststorm 
(rn,'315 km) (m/315 Ian) 
40 (17) 44 ! 34 (10) 38 
55 (18) 56 
38 (17)  4  
81  (18) 90 
(OC,'315 km) 
1.6 2 . 2  
3.7  3.7 
1.9 1.7  
2 .2  2.9 
(rn/sec/315 km) 
8.2  8.4 
6.8  6.2 
5.6 5 .O 
7 . 0  8.0 
(g/k13/315 km) 
3 .0  2.9 
3.8  3.6 
1.0 1.3 
1 . 2  1 .7  
i 
" 
58 (22)  59 
33 (10) 30 
96 (22) 113 
(OC/315 km) 
1.7  2 . 1  
4.9 4.8 
2 . 3  2.0 
2.7  3.9 
(m/sec/315 km) 
10.5 6.5 
5 .1  4.5 
5.8  7 .O 
7.2 8.2  
(g/kg/315 km) , 
2.7  2.9 
3.8 3.4 
1.3  1.7 
1.5 1.5 
1 
I '  
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MDR values. The MDR code and rates of  prec ip i ta t ion  assoc ia ted  
wi th  par t icu lar  MDR values have been discussed previously. Since 
there  were no strong synoptic weather systems in AVE, I V ,  t h e  e f f e c t s  
of the convective areas upon the  grad ien ts  w a s  eas ie r  to  de te rmine  
than was. t he  case i n  AVE 11. Results from t h i s  s t u d y  are contained 
i n  Table 9. 
In  a reas  where the re  w a s  only moderate convective activity or 
less (MDR 2 3) before  or  a f te r  the  s torms ,  the  he ight  grad ien ts  a t  
850 and 700 mb were general ly  s t rongest  in  the prestorm areas ,  and 
tended to decrease in the subsequent storm and poststorm areas.  
A t  500 and 200 mb, the  he ight  grad ien ts  tended  to  reach  the i r  maxi- 
mum in  the  s to rm a reas  one t ime per iod  pr ior  to  the  s torm's  sub- 
sequent  d i ss ipa t ion ,  or  movement out  of  the area. I n  c o n t r a s t  t o  
t h i s  p a t t e r n ,  i n  areas where the re  w a s  s t rong convect ive act ivi ty  
(4 _< MDR <_ 7) present  before  or  af ter  intense s torms (MDR 2 8 ) ,  
gradients  a t  a l l  leve ls  tended  to  be la rges t  dur ing  the  most severe 
s torms ,  or  in  the  areas of  s t rong  ac t iv i ty  fo l lowing  the  in tense  
storms. 
Temperature gradients in regions where the re  w a s  moderate ac- 
t i v i t y  o r  less be fo re  o r  a f t e r  t he  s to rms ,  t ended  to  inc rease  a t  
850 mb as the storms developed, and reached a maximum in the s torm 
areas pr ior  to  subsequent  d i ss ipa t ion .  Rela t ive ly  small changes 
were noted a t  o the r  l eve l s  as t h e  s t a t u s  of convective activity 
changed. In  areas  where there  w a s  s t rong  ac t iv i ty  present  before  
o r  a f t e r  i n t ense  s to rms ,  t he  maximum gradients  occurred before  or  
during the intense storms except a t  200 mb where the  la rges t  g ra-  
dients occurred following the severe storms. 
Wind speed gradients tended to be largest  over the poststorm 
areas .  Par t icu lar ly  s t rong  gradien ts  were noted over areas of 
strong convective activity following severe storms. Mixing r a t i o  
gradients followed much the  same p a t t e r n  as t h e  wind speed gra- 
d i e n t s ,  though the differences were r e l a t i v e l y  small. 
A comparison of the values  in  Table  8 for  the southeast  area 
and the corresponding values of MDR 5 3 and MDR 2 4 i n  Table 9 
reveals  a broad s imilar i ty  in  the changes in  gradients  observed 
Table 9. Means of g r a d i e n t s  i n  AVE: IV o v e r  z r e a s  i n  which t h e  s t a t u s  of convection changed. 
Numbers i n  p a r e n t h e s e s  b e s i d e  850 mb g e o p t e n t i a l  h e i g h t  g r a d i e n t s  i n d i c a t e  number of g r i d  p o i n t s  s t u d i e d .  
Geopotent ia l  
Height 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
200 rrb 
Temperature 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
200 mb 
Wind Speed 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
200 mb 
Mixing Ratio 
850 mb 
700 mb 
500 mb 
Prestorm - Storm Means of Gradien ts  
MDR=O, 1 t o  -21DR.22 MDR<3 t o  >DQ4 MDR=O, l  t o  KDR2.4 
(m/315 k m )  , 
35.6  (44)  32.2 31.6  (1 0)  0 2
(m/315 km) (mJ315 km) 
101.4  98.9 105.7  101.1 98.5  94.7 
1 64.8  66 .O 65.3  64.7 58.4  59.2 
i 44.1 44.0 43.4  43.1 40 .O 39.6 
36.7  (86)  33.9 
(OC/315 km) ('C/315 'km) (OW315 km) 
3.0 3 .1  2.7  3.0 2.9 3.1 
2.7  2.8 3.0  2.9 
1 .9  2.2 1 .9  2.3 1.9  2.3 
2 . 1   2 . 1  2.3  2.0 2 . 1  2.0 
2.9  2.8 
(m/sec/315 km) (mJsec/315 km) (m/sec/315 km) 
6.0 . 6.3 5.8  7.0 5.9  7.3 
6.4 7 . 1  6.5  6.7 6.2  6.1 
6.9  7.4 7.1  7.8 6.5 7.0 
7.0  9.6 6 .1   9 .2  6.2  9.3 
(g/kg/315 km) 
2.3  2.3 2.4  2.3 2 . 1  2 . 1  
2.6  2.6 2.8  2.7 2.7  2.6 
(O/kg/315 km) (g/kg/315 km) 
- 7   . 8  .8   .9  . 8  .9 
4CXDR57 t o  MDR28 
(m/315 km) 
27.2  (10)  27.5 
40.5  43.1' 
65.4  67.0 
103.7  106.3 
(OC/315 km) 
3.5 3.9 
3.2  3.0 
2.3  2.7 
1.7  2.2 
(m/sec/315 km) 
9.6  8.3 
7.1 5.8 
5.5 7.6 
6.7 8.8 
(g/kg/315 km) 
2.9  2.6 
1.3 2.4 
.5 .8 
T a b l e  9 (cont inued)  
I Storm - Posts torm Means of Gradien ts  1 -
MDR>2 t o  MDR=O,l MDR24 t o  Ml,R=O, 1 
Geopotent ia l  
. Height (m/315 km)  (m/315 km) 
850 mb 
114.3  105.1 102.0  97.2 200 mb 
66.6  57.2  60.3  58.0 50  rnb 
41.1  34.8  39.9  37.4 700 nb 
25.7  (40)  21.0 31.1 (123)  28.2 
T e i p e r a t i x e  (OC/315 km) (OC/315 km) 
850 mb 
2.3  2.4  2.0 2 . 1  200 r?b 
2.7  2.5  2.4  2.3 500 mb 
2.9 2 . 8  2.7  2.9 700 mb 
4.2  3.7  3.4  3.2 
Wind Speed (m/sec/315 km) (m/sec/315 km) 
850 mb 
9 .8   8 .0  8.9  7.5 200 mb 
7.4  7.1  7.7  7.3 500 mb 
6.4  6.1  7.6  7.1 700 mb 
7 . 8  6.0 7 .1  6 .1  
Mixing Ratio (g/kg/315 km) (g/kg/315 km) 
850 mb 
700 mb 
3.3  3.2  2.9  2.7 
.9 .8 1.0 .8 500 mb 
2.4  2.4 2.4 2 .1  
MDQ4 t o  MD%3 
(mJ315 km) 
30.7  (92)  24.5 
43.6  36.9 
68.0  66.9 
112.0  107.1 
(OC/315 k m )  
3.9  3.6 
2.6  2.7 
2.6  2.7 
2.3  2.3 
(m/sec/315 km) 
8.3  6 .7  
6.4  1.7 
7.1  8.0 
9.9  9.4 
(g/kg/315 km) 
3.2  2.8 
2.3  2.5 
1.0 .9 
MDQ8 to 49lDR57 
(m/315 km) 
40.9 (13) 38.5 
46.4  51.7 
70.5  76.7 
88.3  107.7 
(OC/315 km) 
2.6  3.0 
2 . 8  2.8 
2.0  2.2 
2.4  2.6 
(m/sec/315 k m )  
9.4  11.5 
5.9  8.8 
4.7  10.2 
4.8  9.8 
(g/kg/315 km) I. 
2.5  2.7 i! 
3.3 2.9 // 
.9   1 .4  / j  
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as convection moved through the southeast region of AVE I1 and the  
e n t i r e  area of AVE IV. Since the convection i n  both cases w a s  i n  
t h e  form of squal l  l ines ,  these changes may be regarded as typical 
of such regions. Height gradients a t  850 mb w e r e  l a r g e s t  i n  t h e  
prestorm or storm areas immediately af ter  the s torm formation,  and 
a t  500 mb t he  l a rges t  g rad ien t s  were within the storm areas. Tem- 
perature  and wind speed gradients a t  bo th  leve ls  were l a r g e r  i n  t h e  
storm or poststorm areas than in  the prestorm areas. The l a r g e s t  
mixing rat io  gradients  a lso tended to  occur  over  the s torm or  post-  
s torm areas  in  AVE IV and a t  500 m b  i n  AVE 11. These r e su l t s  ag ree  
f o r  t h e  most part  with the conclusions of Ninomiya (1971b) con- 
cerning gradients near convective areas. 
Time cont inui ty  of  analyzed gradient  f ie lds  of  geopotent ia l  
height, temperature, wind speed, and mixing r a t i o  w e r e  a l so  used  to  
give some idea of the structure of the mesoscale systems. Only 
the  g rad ien t  f i e lds  a t  850 and 500 mb f o r  one time each i n  
AVE I1 and AVE IV are shown. These observation times were chosen t o  
i l lus t ra te  s ign i f icant  events  occur r ing  dur ing  each  of the experi-  
ments. I n  AVE I1 a t  2160 GMT, 11 May, the convection was more 
widespread than a t  any of the other times. In AVE I V ,  t h i s  w a s  SO 
a t  0600 GMT, 24 Apri l ,  and w a s  t he  t i m e  a s q u a l l  l i n e  w a s  a t  i ts  
maximum strength.  Composite MDR c h a r t s  a r e  shown in  F igs .  19  and 
20 f o r  t h e  times a t  which the  ana lyzed  f ie lds  a re  shown f o r  AVE I1 
and AVE I V ,  respectively. Convective areas, as defined by the MDR 
cha r t s ,  are shown by s t i p p l i n g  on the analyzed maps of gradient  
f i e l d s .  
Analyzed fields of  the geopotent ia l  height  gradient  are shown 
i n  Fig. 21. I n  AVE I V  and i n  most areas of AVE 11, t h e  l a r g e s t  
gradients  a t  850 mb occurred ahead of or in the convective areas. 
The small area of  gradients  greater  than 60 m/315 km i n  SoutKern 
Georgia i n  AVE I1 was positioned ahead of a squa l l  l i ne .  A squa l l  
l i n e   a l s o  w a s  present  w e s t  of t h e  area of  la rge  he ight  grad ien ts  in  
eas t e rn  Michigan and over Lake  Huron. A t  500 mb i n  AVE I V ,  and i n  
the southeast  area of AVE 11, la rge  gradien ts  were located over the 
convective areas. In  both cases, these  grad ien ts  were larger  than 
Fig. 19. Composite digital radar (MDR) chart for  2100 GMT, 11 May 1974. 
Fig. 20. Composite d i g i t a l  radar (MDR) char t   for  0600 GMT, 24 April, 1975. 
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(b) 500 mb, 2100 GMT, 11 May 1974 
Fig. 21. Geopotent ia l   height   gradient   f ie lds  (m/315 km). 
(d) 500 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April 1975 
Fig. 21. (Continued) 
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60 m/315 km. The inf luence of the s t rqng t rough a t  t h i s  l e v e l  i s  
r e a d i l y  s e e n  i n  t h e  midwest region of AVE 11, where an area of qradi- 
en t s  g rea t e r  t han  160 m/315 km is located between the two convective 
areas. The convective area over Minnesota and Nebraska i n  AVE I1 
w a s  due t o  an intense short  wave moving through the major trough 
a t  th i s  t ime .  
Figure 22 shows analyzed fields of temperature gradients.  In 
both AVE experiments,  the largest  temperature gradients in or near 
convective areas a t  850 mb occurred generally over the storm or 
poststorm areas, and from the analyzed temperature fields (not shown), 
it w a s  obvious that a thermal ridge existed through the convective 
areas of  both experiments ,  par t icular ly  in  AVE I V .  A t  500 mb, the 
thermal  grad ien t  in  AVE I V  w a s  l a rges t  to  the  nor thwes t  of the storm 
area, b u t  i n  AVE 11, the  l a rges t  g rad ien t s  were i n  response to  the 
cold a i r  assoc ia ted  wi th  the  shor t  wave i n  t h e  Nebraska region. An 
area of large temperature  gradients  in  AVE I1 a l so  ex i s t ed  to  the  
northwest of the squall  l ine in Michigan, but no la rge  gradien ts  
were assoc ia ted  wi th  the  squa l l  l ine  in  the  southeas t .  
Analyzed f i e l d s  of wind speed gradients are presented in  Fig.  
23. The l a rges t  g rad ien t s  i n  wind  speed a t  850 mb occurred in  
the convective areas i n  AVE I V .   A t  t h i s  time, areas containing 
local ized wind speeds near 25 m sec occurred over West Virginia 
and eastern Oklahoma. Convection w a s  occurring northwest of these 
a reas ,  and it w a s  in  the  convec t ive  area where wind speed gradients 
were the  la rges t .  In  AVE 11, maximum wind  speed gradients occurred 
over the convection in the southeast ,  east o f  t he  squa l l  l i ne  in  
Michigan,  and  near the  t rough in  the  Nebraska area. A t  500 mb i n  
AVE I V ,  a je t  with speeds of  30 m sec w a s  occurring within the 
convective area. A t  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  t i m e ,  t h e  maximum wind speed 
gradients  were ahead of the convective area, with a secondary 
region of large gradients behind the storms. In AVE 11, the maxi- 
mum wind speed gradients a t  500 m b  were occurring with the jet  as- 
sociated with the t rwJgh in  the north central  states, and a secondary 
region of large gradients occurred over the convective area i n  
the  sou th  cen t r a l  s t a t e s .  
-1 
-1 
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(c) 850 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April 1975 
(d) 500 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April 1975 
Fig. 22. (Continued) 
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(b) 500 mb, 2100 GMT, 11 May 1974 
Fig. 23. Wind speed  gradient   f ie lds  (m/sec/315  km). 
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(c) 850 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April 1975 
(d) 500 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April 1975 
Fig. 23. (Continued) 
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Figure 24 shows f i e l d s  of mixing ratio.  gradients for both ex- 
periments. A t  850 mb i n  AVE IV, mixing ra t io  grad ien ts  la , rger  than  
7 gm/kg/315 k m  occurred along a dry  l i ne  in  the  Texas panhandle 
northeastward into the convective region. In AVE 11, t h e  l a r g e s t  
gradients  a t  850 mb.occurreZ i n  a band from Lake Michigan south- 
westward i n t o  Texas, which is j u s t  w e s t  of the main storm area. A t  
500 mb in  both experiments ,  the largest  gradients  occurred general ly  
in  the convect ive areas. 
Overa l l ,  the  pa t te rn  of  grad ien ts  in  the  convec t ive  a reas  i s  
suggestive of a front, even when there  is no f r o n t  near t he  convec- 
t i ve  a rea ,  as w a s  the  case in  the southeast  area of  AVE 11. Pe t t e r -  
son (1956) mentioned t h e ,  f a c t  t h a t  s q u a l l  l i n e s  a c t  as f ronts ,  bu t  
no ted  tha t  squa l l  l i nes  t end  to  move through the same a i r  mass in- 
s tead of between a i r  masses, as r e a l  f r o n t s  do. The f a c t  t h a t  s t r o n g  
moisture gradients occur to the rear of storms has been noted by 
Miller (1967). I n  AVE I V ,  def in i te  changes ,  par t icu lar ly  in  the  
thermal  f ie ld ,  could be at t r ibuted to  the convect ive areas ,  but  in  
AVE I1 these changes were l a rge ly  masked by the overal l  synopt ic  
s i t u a t i o n .  
d.  Gradients  versus MDR values 
"~ 
A comparison of gradient values versus MDR data  was made using 
the  AVE I V  da t a ;  t he  r e su l t s  are shown in Table  10 .  Four cate- 
gories of MDR values were considered, and the value of the gradient 
a t  each gr id  point  w a s  ass igned  to  one o r  more of  these categories .  
Means and standard deviations were computed for the data contained 
i n  each division. The four MDR categories correspond to areas with 
l i t t l e  o r  no convection, areas with no convection through moderate 
i n t e n s i t y ,  areas with convection of strong through intense activity,  
and f i n a l l y  areas of intense convective activity.  
Height gradients a t  a l l  levels  tended to  increase in  value with 
the intensi ty  of  precipi ta t ion,  a l though there  w a s  a decrease in  the 
mean gradient value from the "strong through intense" category to the 
"intense" category. This decrease in the magnitude of height gra- 
d ien ts  for  the  in tense  ca tegory  w a s  most marked a t  the 850-mb l e v e l ,  
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( a )  850 mb, 2100 GMT, 11 May 1974 
(b) 500 mb, 2100 GMT, 11 May 1974 
Fig. 24. Mixing r a t i o  g r a d i e n t  f i e l d s  (g/kg/315 km) . 
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(c) 850 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April 1975 
(d) 500 mb, 0600 GMT, 24 April  1975 
Fig. 24. (Continued) 
Table 10. Comparison of qradient  values ve 
7 1  I I MDR=O,l - 475  grid 
Mean  p viation Mean  Deviation 
points po int s 
MDR=0,1,2,3 - 724  grid 
Standard Standard 
Seopotential 
Height (m/315  kmj (m/315  km) 
850 mb 
700 mb 
26.6  16.723.7 15.5 
94.7  28.4 94.5  28.3  200 mb 
53.9  16.651.1  16.5  503 mb 
35.5 15 .O 32.8  1 .3 
Tenperature [ (OC/315 km) 
2 .o 1.2 1.2 
2.2 1.1 500 mb 1.1 
2.7  1.2 1.2 
3.0 . 1.9 3.4  2.0 
(OC/315  km) 
Wind  Speed ' (m/sec/315 k m )  : (m/sec/515 km) 
a50 ~ r b  5.8  3.5 5.5 3.3 
700 mb 
6.9 3.8 6.6 3.6 500 mb 
6.8 3.9 6.2  3.6 
200 mb 
~ 8.2  5.1 7.4  4.5 
Mixing  Ratio 
500 m o b  
, 1.8 1.1 I 1.9 1.1 700 mb 
I 2.6 1.6 2.7 1.6 850 mb 
(g/kg/315 km) (g/kg/315  km) 
0.7 0.5 '1 0.8  0.6 f 
us MDR data for AVE IV . 
I 
45 MIjRi 9 - 167  grid 
Standard  Standard 
MDR=8,9 - 61 grid 
points 
Mean  Deviation  Mean Deviat on 
points 
(m/315 kn) (m/315  k )
65.8 
100.9 30.7  105.322.6 
('(3315 km) 
3.4  1.9 
2.7 1.1 
2.2  1.2 
2.2  1.2 
(OC/315  km) 
3.8  2.1 
3.0 1.1 
2.5 1.1 
2.0 1.1 
(m/sec/315 k m )  
8.5  4.3 
6.5 3.4 
6.7  3.6 
9.1 5.6 
I 
(m/sec/315  km) 
8.3  3.9 
6.3 3 -0  
6.3  3.5 
7.8 4.9 
(g/kg/315 km) 
3.5 1.9 
2.3 1.1 
0.9 0.6 
1 
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and w a s  not as noticeable in the upper levels. Temperature gradients 
were v i r t u a l l y  t h e  same f o r  a l l  ca tegor ies ,  bu t  increased  s l igh t ly  
for  the intense category.  An examination of the MDR d a t a  i n  conjunc- 
t ion  wi th  the  ana lyzed  f ie lds  of the meteorological variables re- 
vealed the reasons for these temperature and he ight  var ia t ions .  The 
MDR values of 8 o r  9 occurred only when t h e  s q u a l l  l i n e s  were a t  
t h e i r  peak strength, and a t  such times t h e  s q u a l l  l i n e s  were near the 
f r o n t a l  boundary.  Since temperature gradients  were largest  here ,  
and height gradients in the lower levels tended to be larger some- 
what  ahead of  the front ,  the resul ts  for  the intense category w e r e  
b iased  in  favor  of larger temperature gradients and smaller height 
g rad ien t s ,  e spec ia l ly  in  the  lower l eve l s .  
Wind speed gradients usually increased as the  in t ens i ty  o f  
storms increased a t  850 mb, bu t  no r e l a t ionsh ip  was found between 
the intensi ty  of  s torms and wind speed gradients  in  the upper  levels .  
Mixing r a t io  g rad ien t s  were l a rges t  i n  t he  " s t rong  to  in t ense"  and 
" intense" categories  a t  a l l  l eve l s .  
These resu l t s  a re  cons is ten t  wi th  what has  been s ta ted in  pre-  
vious sections concerning gradients in and near convective areas.  
The convective storms in AYE I V  tended to form near  baroc l in ic  
regions and reached their peak strength soon after formation. A s  
t h e  s q u a l l  l i n e  moved  away from the front ,  the s torms and gradient  
p a t t e r n s  weakened, but  still ac ted  in  the  lower l e v e l s  i n  such a 
way as t o  resemble a f ront .  
e. Comparison of grad ien t s  i n  AVE I1 and AVE I V  
The frequency dis t r ibut ions of  gradients  in  AVE I1 and AVE I V  
have  been shown t o  be similar i n  form, though not i n  magnitude. The 
mean magnitude o f  gradients  a t  a l l  l e v e l s  i n  AVE I1 w a s  l a rger  than  
t h a t  o f  AVE I V ,  i nd ica t ing  a more sharply def ined synopt ic  s i tuat ion 
i n  AVE I1 t h a n  i n  AVE I V .  The va r i ab i l i t y  o f  g rad ien t s  w a s  a l s o  
l a r g e r  i n  AVE I1 than  in  AVE I V .  Whereas a cold pocket embedded i n  
a shor t  wave a t  500 mb, and other well-defined mesosystems with 
s t rong  g rad ien t s  ex i s t ed  in  AVE 11, the gradi,ents associated with 
mesosystems i n  AVE I V  w e r e  no t  as strong as those  in  AVE 11. 
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These d i f fe rences  had an impact upon the  type of  prec ip i ta t ion  
present, and upon what could be learned from t h e  p r e c i p i t a t i o n  areas 
concerning gradients. The gradien ts  assoc ia ted  wi th  the  genera l  
synop t i c  s i t ua t ion  in  most of t h e  AVE I1 gr id  tended  to  overshadow 
d i f f e rences  in  the  g rad ien t s  which r e su l t ed  from convection. The 
s q u a l l  l i n e s  i n  AVE I V ,  and  the  squa l l  l i ne  in  the  sou theas t  i n  AVE 
11 were similar and produced noticeable changes in the gradient 
f i e l d s .  These  changes in  the  the rma l ,  wind speed,  and  moisture 
f i e l d s  were similar t o  t h o s e  found by  Ninomiya (1971a) i n  a s imi la r  
situation, though the changes found by Ninomiya were more pronounced. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
a.  Summary 
An objective  analysis of the  gradients of four  atmospheric  vari- 
ables  has  been  carried  out  using  Manually  Digitized  Radar  data  and 
rawinsonde  data  from  AVE I1 and  AVE IV. The  gradient  fields of geo- 
potential  height,  temperature,  wind  speed,  and  mixing  ratio  were 
produced  using  data  that  are  unique  in  temporal  spacing.  Cumulative 
frequency  distributions of the  gradients  were  determined  for 850, 
700, 500, and 200 mb in  convective  and  nonconvective  areas,  and 
statistical  methods  were  applied  to  determine  changes  in  the  gra- 
dient  patterns  brought  about  by  convective  activity. 
b.  Conclusions 
The  following  conclusions  were  reached  for  the AVE I1 and  AVE  IV 
experiments: 
1)  Gradients & general 
a) As gradients  are  determined  over  longer  distances,  the 
magnitude  and  variability  of  the  gradients  decrease. 
b)  Large  variability  in  the  gradient  patterns  occurs  over 
periods  of 3 h.  Much of the  variability  may  possibly 
be  related  to  subsynoptic  disturbances. 
c)  Cumulative  frequency  distributions  of  the  gradients  for 
AVE I1 and AVE IV  were  similar  in  shape,  but  not nee- 
essarily  in  magnitude.  Since  the  synoptic  situations 
in  the  two  cases  were so different,  it  may  be  inferred 
that  frequency  distributions of gradients  over  large 
areas  will  be  generally  similar  in  shape. 
2) Comparison of gradients  convective  and  nonconvective  areas 
a)  Distributions of the  gradients  over  convective  and  non- 
convective  areas  are  also  similar  in  shape,  but  not 
necessarily  in  magnitude.  Positive  skewness of the 
distributions  generally  exists,  and  the  standard  devi- 
ation of a  particular  gradient  distribution is roughly 
one-half  the  size of the  mean. 
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b) The  largest  mixing  ratio  gradients  occur  near  con- 
vective  areas. At 850 mb, larger  geopotential  height 
and  wind  speed  gradients  are  found  in  convective  than 
in  nonconvective  areas. No general  relationship  be- 
tween  convective  and  nonconvective  areas  holds  for 
the  gradients  at  other  levels  or fo r  other  parameters. 
Height  and  mixing  ratio  gradients,  relative  to  their 
mean  values,  are  somewhat  less  variable  in  convective 
than  in  nonconvective  areas. 
3 )  Gradients  relative  to  storm  areas 
Convection,  at  least on  a  small  scale,  may  occur  with- 
out  appearing  to  disturb  the  gradient  patterns. No 
particular  gradient  pattern of any of the  atmospheric 
variables,  or  combinations  of  them,  necessarily  im- 
plies  convection. 
Squall  lines  appear to be  a  special  case of convection 
where  there  appear  to  be  typical  gradient  patterns  and 
trends.  The  most  intense  storms  form  near  fronts  or 
other  baroclinic  disturbances  where  gradient  values 
tend  to  be  large.  Though  height  gradients at 850 mb 
are  larger  in  the  prestorm  areas or in  areas  immediately 
after  the  storms  have  formed, at other  levels,  the 
height  gradients  are  larger  over  the  storm  areas  or 
poststorm  areas.  Gradients of  temperature,  wind  speed, 
and  mixing  ratio  also  are  larger  over  the  storm or 
poststorm  areas.  The  storm  interacts  with  the  environ- 
ment so as to  maintain  these  gradients. 
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APPENDIX 
Rawinsonde S t a t i o n s  P a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  AVE I1 Experiment 
S ta t ion  N u m b e r  
11001 (MSF) 
22001 (om) 
22002 (FSI) 
22003 (LNS) 
22004 (FTC) 
22005 (CHK) 
201 (Em) 
202 (MIA) 
208 (CHS) 
213 (AYS) 
2 1 1  (TPA) 
2 2 1  (WS) 
226 (MGM) 
232 (BVE) 
235 (JAN) 
248 ( S H V )  
250 (BRO) 
255 (VCT) 
260 (SEP) 
265 (MAF) 
304 (HAT) 
311 (AHN) 
317 (GSO) 
327 (BNA) 
340 (LIT)  
349 (UMN) 
363 (AMA) 
402 (WAL) 
405 ( I A D )  
425 (HTS) 
429 (DAY) 
433 (SLO) 
451 (WC) 
456 (TOP) 
486 (JFK) 
240 (LCH) 
261 (DRT) 
494 (CHH) 
518 (ALB) 
520 (PIT) 
528 (BUF) 
532 ( P I A )  
553 (om) 
Location 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
Norman,  Oklahoma 
F t .  S i l l ,  Oklahoma 
Lindsay , Oklahoma 
F t .  Cobb,  Oklahoma 
Chickasha, Oklahoma 
Key West F lor ida  
Miami , Flor ida  
Charles  ton , South  Carolina 
Tampa, F lor ida  
Waycross, Georgia 
Eglin AFB, F lor ida  
Montgomery, Alabama 
Booothville,  Louisiana 
Jackson, Mississippi 
Lake Charles, Louisiana 
Shreveport,  Louisiana 
Brownsvi-lle , Texas 
Victor ia ,  Texas 
Stephenville,  Texas 
D e l  R i o ,  Texas 
Midland, Texas 
Hatteras ,, North Carolina 
Athens,  Georgia 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
Nashville,  Tennessee 
L i t t l e  Rock, Arkansas 
Monette,  Missouri 
Amarillo , Texas 
Wallops Is land,  Virginia  
Dulles Airport ,  Virginia 
Huntington, West Virginia  
Dayton, Ohio 
Salem, I l l i n o i s  
Dodge City,  Kansas 
Topeka,  Kansas 
Kennedy Airport ,  New York 
Chatam, Massachusetts 
Albany, New York 
Pittsburg,   Pennsylvania 
Buffalo, New York 
P e o r i a ,   I l l i n o i s  
Omaha, Nebraska 
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Rawinsonde S t a t i o n s  P a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  AVE I1 Experiment 
S ta t ion  N h e r  
562 (LBF) 
606 (PWM) 
637 (FNT) 
645 (GRB) 
654 (HUR) 
655 (STC) 
662 (RAP) 
712 (CAR) 
734 (SSM) 
747 (INL) 
764 ( B I S )  
Location 
North Platte , Nebraska 
Portland, Maine 
F l i n t ,  Michigan 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Huron, South  Dakota 
S t .  Cloud,  Minnesota 
Rapid City,  South Dakota 
Caribou, Maine 
Sau l t  S t e  Marie, Michigan 
In t e rna t iona l  Fa l l s ,  Minnesota 
Bismarck, North Dakota 
Rawinsonde S t a t i o n s  P a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  AVE I V  Experiment 
S ta t ion  Number 
208 (CHS) 
2 1 1  (TPA) 
2 1 3  (AYS) 
220 (VPS) 
226 (CEN) 
232 (BVE) 
235 (JAN) 
240 (LCH) 
248 ( S H V )  
255 (VCT) 
260 (SEP) 
265 (MAF) 
304 (HAT) 
311 ( A H N )  
317 (GSO) 
327 (BNA) 
340 (LIT) 
349 (Urn) 
363 (AMA) 
402 (WAL) 
405 ( IAD)  
425 (HTS) 
429 (DAY) 
261 (DRT) 
433 (SLO) 
Location 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Tampa, Flor ida 
waycross,  Georgia 
Apalachicola,  Florida 
Centerv i l le ,  Alabama 
Boothville,  Louisiana 
Jackson,  Mississippi 
Lake Charles, Louisiana 
Shreveport,  Louisiana 
Vic tor ia ,  Texas 
Stephenville , Texas 
D e l  Rio, Texas 
Midland,  Texas 
Hatteras , North Carolina 
Athens,  Georgia 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
Nashville,  Tennessee 
Li t t le  Rock , Arkansas 
Monette,  Missouri 
Amarillo, Texas 
Wallops Is land,  Virginia  
Ster l ing,  Virginia  (Dulles  Airport)  
Huntington, West Virginia  
Dayton,  Ohio 
Salem, I l l i n o i s  
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APPENDIX (Continued) 
Rawinsonde S t a t i o n s  P a r t i c i p a t i n g  i n  AVE I V  Experiment 
S ta t ion  Number -. .. ”. Location 
4 5 1  
456 
486 
518 
520  
528 
532 
553 
562 
606  
637  
645 
654  
655 
662 
11001 
22002 
Dodge Ci ty ,  Kansas 
Topeka,  Kansas 
Fort  Totten,  N e w  York (Kennedy Airport)  
Albany, N e w  York 
Pittsburg,   Pennsylvania 
Buffalo , New York 
P e o r i a ,   I l l i n o i s  
Omaha , Nebraska 
North P l a t t e ,  Nebraska 
Portland, Maine 
F l i n t  , Michigan 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Huron, South  Dakota 
S t .  Cloud,  Minnesota 
Rapid City, South Dakota 
Marshall Space Flight Center, A l a b a m a  
F o r t  S i l l ,  Oklahoma 
NASA-Langley, 1977 
